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manifolds. In particular, we obtain some a priori estimates for such Gibbs distributions and prove a
general existence result applicable to a wide class of models. We also apply our techniques to prove
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1. Introduction


LetM be a complete connected Riemannian manifold of dimensiond > 2 without boundary
and letλM be the Riemannian volume element onM. Let us consider the elliptic operator


LZϕ := (1+Z)ϕ :=1ϕ + 〈Z,∇ϕ〉,
where1 is the Laplacian andZ is a measurable vector field onM. We say that a Radon measure
µ onM satisfies the weak elliptic equation


L∗Zµ= 0(1.1)


if |Z| ∈L1
loc(µ) and ∫


M


LZf dµ= 0, ∀f ∈ C∞0 (M),(1.2)


whereC∞0 (M) is the space of all infinitely differentiable compactly supported functions onM.
Equation (1.1) is satisfied for invariant measures of a diffusion process with driftZ/2. In this
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work, we study the global behavior of solutions of equation (1.1) and obtain some sufficient
conditions for their existence. Then we apply our results to Gibbs distributions in the case where
the single spin spaces are Riemannian manifolds. In particular, we obtain some a priori estimates
for such Gibbs distributions and prove an existence result that applies to a wide class of models.


We recall that it has been shown in [12] and [15] that in the caseM =Rd , one hasµ= p dx
with


√
p ∈ H 2,1(Rd , dx) provided that a finite nonnegative measureµ satisfies (1.1) with


|Z| ∈ L2(µ). In addition,


∫
Rd


∣∣∇√p∣∣2 dx 6 1


4


∫
Rd


|Z|2 dµ.(1.3)


Local Sobolev regularity results for arbitrary solutions of (1.1) have been obtained in [11,12] and
[13].


Concerning the existence and local regularity of solutions, the following result has been proved
in [16] and [11,13], respectively. Recall that a functionV on a topological space is said to be
compact if the sets{V 6 c}, c ∈R1, have compact closures.


THEOREM 1.1. – Assume that there existsα > d such that|Z| ∈Lαloc(λM).
(i) If there exists a compact functionV ∈C2(M) with limr→∞ sup{V>r}LZV =−∞, where


we set as usualsup∅ =−∞, then there exists a probability measureµ solving(1.1).
(ii) Any Radon measureµ solving (1.1) admits a continuous densityp ∈ Wα,1


loc (λM) with
respect toλM . If µ is nonnegative and not identically zero, thenp is strictly positive.


In the case of a Riemannian manifold, it is natural to construct the functionV by using the
Riemannian distance function, which is related to various geometrical properties of the manifold.
Unfortunately, the square of the distance function may fail to be smooth whenever the cut locus
is nonempty, so that the above result from [16] is no longer applicable to suchV . Certainly, there
is no problem if the manifold possesses a pole (i.e., a pointo such that expo :ToM →M is a
diffeomorphism). Let us fixo ∈M and let%(x) := %(x, o) be the Riemannian distance between
x ando. The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1.


COROLLARY 1.2. – Assume thato is a pole and|Z| ∈ Lαloc(λM) for someα > d . Suppose
that there existsF ∈C2[0,∞) such that


lim
r→∞F(r)=∞ and lim


%→∞
[
F ′(%)LZ%+ F ′′(%)


]=−∞.(1.4)


Then the assertion of Theorem1.1(i) is valid. Condition(1.4), in particular, holds forF(r) =
r2(log(r + 1)) provided


lim
%→∞(%LZ%+ 1) log(%+ 1)=−∞.(1.5)


The first goal of this paper is to extend (1.3) and Corollary 1.2 to general finite-dimensional
Riemannian manifolds. Our second objective is to consider infinite products of Riemannian
manifolds. In particular, we introduce and study a new concept of a weak elliptic equation for
measures on infinite-dimensional manifolds. Applications to Gibbs distributions on lattices of
manifolds are obtained. In the case whereM =Rd , the results in this paper (announced in [19])
extend the results from [3] and [4] (for further development in the flat case, see also [17]).


The principal results in this work can be summarized as follows:
(1) (Cf. Theorem 2.2) IfM is a finite-dimensional Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature


bounded below and positive injectivity radius and if a probability measureµ onM satisfies (1.1)
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with |Z| ∈ L2(µ), then (1.3) holds. In particular, this is true ifµ is an invariant probability of a
diffusion process with driftZ such that|Z| ∈ L2(µ).


(2) (Cf. Theorem 3.1) Corollary 1.2 is valid for general Riemannian manifolds.
(3) (Cf. Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3) An analogue of (1.3) is valid in the infinite-dimensional


case whenM is replaced by a countable product of finite-dimensional Riemannian manifolds.
(4) (Cf. Propositions 5.2, 5.3 and 6.8, Theorem 5.5) Analogues of Theorem 1.1(i) and


Corollary 1.2 are valid for a countable product of finite-dimensional Riemannian manifolds. In
particular, the corresponding results enable us to construct infinite volume Gibbs measures for a
broad class of lattice models with Riemannian manifolds as state spaces.


(5) (Cf. Theorem 8.3) A priori estimates are obtained for probability measures solving
equation (1.1) in infinite dimensions; these estimates hold, e.g., for the above mentioned Gibbs
measures.


In addition, as an application of our methods, in Section 7 we, for example, extend some
results on finite range vector fields obtained by R. Holley and D. Stroock [35], J. Fritz [28,29]
(cf. Theorem 7.8), and A. Ramirez [42] (cf. Theorem 7.4). In particular, the previously known
fact that in dimensions one and two every stationary measure for the stochastic system associated
with a Gibbs measure is also Gibbsian is extended to considerably more general state spaces
(non-compact Riemannian manifolds) and more general interactions.


It would be interesting to study the objects considered in this work in the case of other infinite-
dimensional manifolds such as loop spaces or more general manifolds of mappings. In particular,
existence and properly defined regularity of solutions of the equationL∗Zµ = 0 as well as the
non-uniqueness phenomena are important problems.


Finally, we would like to draw attention to Theorem 3.4 below which we obtain as a conse-
quence of the above mentioned Theorem 3.1 and which extends a recent result by A.-B. Cruzeiro
and P. Malliavin [24], proved, however, by completely different means (cf. Corollary 3.6 below).


2. Regularity of solutions


The class of allCk-vector fields onM is denoted by Veck(M), k = 0,1, . . . ,∞. The
sub-indices 0 andb distinguish the fields with compact supports and bounded derivatives,
respectively. LetP(M) be the set of all Borel probability measures onM. We shall define the
Sobolev spaceH 2,1(λM) as the closure ofC∞0 (M) with respect to the norm‖ · ‖H2,1 given by


‖ψ‖2
H2,1 =


∫
M


|ψ|2 dλM +
∫
M


|∇ψ|2 dλM.


There exists a nonpositive self-adjoint operator1 with domainD(1)⊂H 2,1(λM) such that


−
∫
M


ψ1ϕ dλM =
∫
M


〈∇ψ,∇ϕ〉dλM, ∀ψ ∈H 2,1(λM), ϕ ∈D(1).


Let us putH 2,2(λM) := D(1). It is known that1 on C∞0 (M) is the usual Laplace–Beltrami
operator onM (defined locally in terms of the metric tensor, see [46]). In addition,H 2,1(λM)


coincides with the Sobolev classW2,1(λM) of all functionsf ∈ L2(λM) such thatf belongs
to W2,1


loc (R
d) in local charts and|∇f | ∈ L2(λM) (see[46,8]). We recall thatWp,1


loc (R
d) is the


class of all functions that are locally integrable of orderp together with their generalized partial
derivatives of the first order. The classH 2,2(λM) coincides with the collection of allf ∈ L2(λM)
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such that1f in the distribution sense belongs toL2(λM) (see [46]). Let Wp,1
loc (λM), p > 1,


be the class of all functionsf onM that belong toWp,1
loc (R


d) in local charts. We refer to [46]
concerning the definition of the heat semigroup(Pt )t>0 onL2(λM); its characteristic property is
that∂tPtψ =1Ptψ for all ψ ∈C∞0 (M).


We denote the space of all functionsf onM that are locallyλM -integrable of orderp by
L
p


loc(λM).
Let us set


Ĉ∞b (M)=
{
f ∈C∞(M): sup


M


[∣∣1nf ∣∣+ ∣∣∇1nf ∣∣]<∞, ∀n> 0
}
.


Given a nonnegative Borel measureµ on a Riemannian manifoldM, we shall denote by
L2(µ,Vec(M)) the Hilbert space of allµ-square integrable vector fields onM with its natural
inner product


(X,Y )2=
∫
〈X,Y 〉dµ.


Let Γ (µ) be the closure of the set{∇ψ, ψ ∈ C∞0 (M)} in L2(µ,Vec(M)).
For the rest of this section we fix a Borel-measurable vector fieldZ onM.


LEMMA 2.1. – Let µ ∈ P(M) have a densityp such that
√
p ∈ W2,1


loc (λM). Suppose that


f ∈W1,1
loc (λM) and that|∇f | ∈L2(µ). Then:


(i) ∇f ∈ Γ (µ).
(ii) If µ satisfies(1.2)and if the set{|∇f | 6= 0} is relatively compact, then∫


M


〈
∇f,Z − ∇p


p


〉
dµ= 0.


Proof. –(i) Let θr ∈ C∞b (R1), r ∈ N, be such thatθr(t) = t if |t| 6 r and sup|θ ′r | 6 2. By
considering compositionsθr ◦ f , one reduces the claim to boundedf . Moreover, in the case
whenf is bounded, by considering productsζf with ζ ∈C∞0 (M) such that 06 ζ 6 1, |∇ζ |6 2,
andζ = 1 on a big ballV (such a function exists for every ballV , see [30] or [46]), we reduce
the claim to the case wheref = 0 outside a compact setK. Let ζj ∈ C∞0 (M), j 6m, be a finite
collection of functions with supports in local charts such that


∑
j ζj = 1 onK. Then it suffices to


prove our assertion for eachζjf . Hence we may assume thatM =Rd (with a possibly different
Riemannian metric, however) and thatf has a compact support inRd . Moreover, the condition
thatf has a compact support enables us to considerRd with the standard inner product. Then it
remains to refer to [43] (where the desired result was established in the proof of Theorem 3.1) or
to [20, Theorem 2.7].


(ii) Since the set{|∇f | 6= 0} is relatively compact and because of (i), we can findfn ∈
C∞0 (M),n ∈ N, such that the set


⋃∞
n=1{fn 6= 0} is relatively compact and|∇fn − ∇f | → 0


in L2(µ) asn→∞. Therefore, integrating by parts we obtain by (1.2)∫
M


〈
∇f,Z− ∇p


p


〉
dµ= lim


n→∞


∫
M


〈
∇fn,Z− ∇p


p


〉
dµ= lim


n→∞


∫
M


LZfn dµ= 0. 2


THEOREM 2.2. – Assume that the heat semigroup(Pt )t>0 onM sendsL1(λM) to L∞(λM)
and satisfies the following condition: there is a functionC : [0,1] → R+ with limt→0C(t) = 1
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such that


|∇Ptϕ|26C(t)Pt
(|∇ϕ|2), ∀ϕ ∈ C∞0 (M), ∀t ∈ [0,1].(2.1)


Letµ ∈P(M) be such that|Z| ∈ L2(µ) and∫
M


LZf dµ= 0, ∀f ∈ Ĉ∞b (M).(2.2)


Thenµ= pλM , where
√
p ∈H 2,1(λM) and∫


M


|∇p|2
p


dλM 6
∫
M


|Z|2 dµ.(2.3)


In addition,∇p/p, where we set∇p/p = 0 on {p = 0}, is the orthogonal projection ofZ to
Γ (µ) in L2(µ,Vec(M)).


Proof. –It follows by Theorem 1(ii) and Remark 4(iii) in [11] that the measureµ has a
nonnegative densityp ∈W1,1


loc (λM). Let


fε(x) := Pεp(x).


Sincep ∈ L1(λM) and fε = Pε/2Pε/2p ∈ Pε/2D(1), one hasfε ∈ H 2,1(λM) (recall thatPt
sendsL1(λM) toL1(λM)∩L∞(ΛM)). For everyϕ ∈C∞0 (M), we havePεϕ ∈ Ĉ∞b (M), hence∫


M


〈∇ϕ,∇fε〉dλM =−
∫
M


1ϕ fε dλM =−
∫
M


Pε(1ϕ)pdλM


(2.4)


=−
∫
M


1(Pεϕ)dµ=
∫
M


〈
Z,∇(Pεϕ)


〉
dµ.


SinceC∞0 (M) is dense inH 2,1(λM), we obtain∫
M


〈∇ϕ,∇fε〉dλM =
∫
M


〈
Z,∇(Pεϕ)


〉
dµ, ∀ϕ ∈H 2,1(λM).(2.5)


Indeed, let{ϕj } ⊂C∞0 (M) converge toϕ in H 2,1(λM). Then by (2.1)∫
M


∣∣∇(Pεϕ)−∇(Pεϕj)∣∣2 dµ6C(ε)
∫
M


Pε|∇ϕ −∇ϕj |2pdλM


6C(ε)‖Pεp‖L∞
∫
M


|∇ϕ −∇ϕj |2 dλM,


whence (2.5) follows by the Cauchy inequality. LetJ := ∫
M
|Z|2 dµ. We obtain from (2.5)


applied toϕ := log(fε + δ)− logδ ∈H 2,1(λM) with δ > 0 that∫
M


|∇fε|2
fε + δ dλM =


∫
M


〈Z,∇Pεϕ〉dµ
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6
√√√√J ∫


M


|∇Pεϕ|2 dµ6
√√√√C(ε)J ∫


M


Pε|∇ϕ|2 dµ


=
√√√√C(ε)J ∫


M


|∇ϕ|2PεpdλM 6
√√√√C(ε)J ∫


M


|∇fε|2
fε + δ dλM.


Therefore, ∫
M


|∇fε|2
fε + δ dλM 6C(ε)


∫
M


|Z|2 dµ.


By letting δ→ 0 we obtain ∫
M


|∇fε|2
fε


dλM ≤C(ε)
∫
M


|Z|2 dµ.(2.6)


Set gn = √f1/n. By (2.6), the sequence{gn} is bounded inH 2,1(λM). Since the embedding
W2,1(U;λM) ⊂ L2(U;λM) is compact for every ballU with compact closure inM, there
exists a subsequence{gnk } that convergesλM -a.e. and strongly inL2(U;λM) and weakly in
W2,1(U;λM) to a function inW2,1(U;λM). Since the measuresf1/nλM converge weakly to
µ as n→∞, we obtain thatgnk →√p λM -a.e. and that


√
p ∈ H 2,1(λM). Estimate (2.3)


follows from (2.6), sinceC(ε)→ 1 asε→ 0. Finally,∇p/p ∈ Γ (µ) by Lemma 2.1. Indeed, for
everyn ∈ N one hasψn := 2 log(


√
p + n−1) ∈ W2,1


loc (λM). Clearly, |∇ψn − 2∇√p/√p| → 0
in L2(µ). It remains to note that∇p/p = 2∇√p/√p µ-a.e. and that∇ψn ∈ Γ (µ) by Lemma
2.1. Therefore,∇p/p is the orthogonal projection ofZ in L2(µ,Vec(M)), sinceZ −∇p/p is
orthogonal inL2(µ,Vec(M)) to every∇ψ , ψ ∈ C∞0 (M), hence toΓ (µ). 2


It is worth noting that unlike Theorem 1.1, Theorem 2.2 is not valid locally: it can happen that
L∗Zµ= 0 with |Z| ∈L2


loc(µ), but the density ofµ is not inL2
loc(λM) (see an example in [11]).


COROLLARY 2.3. – Assume that the Ricci curvature ofM is bounded below and that


inf
x
λM
(
B(x, r)


)
> 0, ∀r > 0,(2.7)


whereB(x, r) is the closed geodesic ball with centerx and radiusr. Letµ ∈P(M) be such that
|Z| ∈ L1(µ) and ∫


LZf dµ6 0, ∀f ∈C∞0 (M), f > 0.


Then ∫
LZf dµ= 0, ∀f ∈ C∞(M) with sup|f |<∞, |LZf | + |∇f | ∈L1(µ).(2.8)


If, in addition,|Z| ∈ L2(µ), then(2.3)holds forp := dµ/dλM .


Proof. –Since the Ricci curvature is bounded below,1% is bounded above in the distribution
sense outside any neighborhood ofo. By the Greene–Wu approximation theorem (see [32,
Theorem 3.2 and its Corollary 1]), there exists a nonnegative smooth compact functionV with
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|∇V | 6 1 and1V 6 1. Let h ∈ C∞(R1) be such that 06 h 6 1, h(r) = 1 for r 6 0, h(r) = 0
for r > 1 and−26 h′ 6 0. Letf ∈C∞(M) be bounded and nonnegative with|LZf | + |∇f | ∈
L1(µ). For everyn > 1, we setfn(x) := f h(V (x) − n). Thenfn > 0 andfn ∈ C∞0 (M). In
addition,


LZfn = h(V − n)LZf + f
(
LZh(V − n)


)+ 2
〈∇f,∇(h(V − n))〉


= h(V − n)LZf + f h′(V − n)1V + fh′′(V − n)|∇V |2+ fh′(V − n)〈Z,∇V 〉
+ 2


〈∇f,∇(h(V − n))〉
> h(V − n)LZf + f h′(V − n)+ f h′′(V − n)|∇V |2+ f h′(V − n)〈Z,∇V 〉
+ 2


〈∇f,∇(h(V − n))〉.
Letting


Sn = fh′(V − n)+ fh′′(V − n)|∇V |2+ fh′(V − n)〈Z,∇V 〉 + 2h′(V − n)〈∇f,∇V 〉,
we obtain


0>
∫
LZfn dµ>


∫
h(V − n)LZf dµ+


∫
Sn dµ→


∫
LZf dµ


asn→∞. Thus, we arrive at the estimate
∫
LZf dµ 6 0. Clearly, the same is true for every


boundedf ∈C∞(M) with |LZf | + |∇f | ∈L1(µ), sincef + sup|f |> 0. Replacingf by−f ,
we obtain (2.8).


Since the Ricci curvature is bounded below, there existsK > 0 such that|∇Ptϕ| 6
exp[Kt]Pt |∇ϕ| for all t > 0 andϕ ∈ C∞0 (see, e.g., [9]), hence (2.1) holds. Next, by the Li–
Yau heat kernel upper bound (see [41]), we obtain from (2.7) thatPt sendsL1(λM) toL∞(λM).
Obviously, (2.8) implies (2.2), hence (2.3) holds by Theorem 2.2, provided|Z| ∈L2(µ). 2


Remark2.4. – By the proof of Corollary 2.3, we conclude that ifµ ∈ P(M) is such that
L∗Zµ= 0 and there exists a compact functionV ∈ C2(M) such that|∇V | andLZV are bounded
above, then (2.8) holds. One only has to realize that we have the following estimate forLZfn
rather than that in the proof:


LZfn = h(V − n)LZf + f h′(V − n)LZV + f h′′(V − n)|∇V |2+ 2
〈∇f,∇h(V − n)〉


> h(V − n)LZf + 2
〈∇f,∇h(V − n)〉−C1{V>n} := h(V − n)LZf + Sn,


for someC > 0.


We note that if the injectivity radius of the manifold is positive (see [31, Ch. III]), then,
according to Croke [23], one hasλM(B(x, r)) > crd for some c > 0 and all r ∈ [0,1].
Combining this with the Li–Yau heat kernel bound, we have‖Pt‖1→∞ 6 c′t−d/2 for some
c′ > 0 and allt ∈ [0,1] provided that the Ricci curvature is bounded below. Hence (see, e.g.,
Davies [26, Corollary 2.4.3]) the Sobolev inequality holds with dimensionn ∈ [d,∞)∩ (2,∞).
By Corollary 2.3, we have


√
p ∈H 2,1(λM) andp ∈ Ln/(n−2)(λM) for n ∈ [d,∞)∩ (2,∞).


COROLLARY 2.5. – Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem2.2 are fulfilled, but with(2.1)
replaced by the stronger condition that


|∇Ptϕ|6C(t)Pt
(|∇ϕ|), ∀ϕ ∈ C∞0 (M), t ∈ [0,1],(2.9)
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whereC : [0,1]→R+ with limt→0C(t)= 1. Assume, in addition,|Z| ∈ L2(λM). Then∫
M


|∇p|2
p2 dλM ≤


∫
M


|Z|2 dλM.(2.10)


In particular, logp ∈W2,1
loc (λM).


Proof. –Let us apply (2.5) toϕ = (fε + δ)−1− δ−1 ∈H 2,1(λM) for δ > 0. By (2.9) we obtain
that ∫


M


|∇fε|2
(fε + δ)2 dλM 6C(ε)


∫
M


|Z|Pε
( |∇fε|
(fε + δ)2


)
p dλM


=C(ε)
∫
M


Pε(|Z|p)
fε + δ ·


|∇fε|
fε + δ dλM(2.11)


6C(ε)
( ∫
M


∣∣∣∣Pε(|Z|p)fε + δ
∣∣∣∣2 dλM


)1/2(∫
M


|∇fε|2
(fε + δ)2 dλM


)1/2


.


Using that


Pε
(|Z|p)= Pε(|Z|√p+ 1


p√
p+ 1


)
6
(
Pε
(|Z|2(p+ 1)


))1/2(
Pε


p2


p+ 1


)1/2


,


we conclude that


∫
M


|∇fε|2
(fε + δ)2 dλM 6C(ε)2


∫
M


Pε
(|Z|2(p+ 1)


)Pε(p2/(p+ 1))


(Pεp+ δ)2 dλM.(2.12)


SincePε(|Z|2(p+ 1))→ |Z|2(p+ 1) in L1(λM) asε→ 0 andPε(p2/(p+ 1))6 Pεp, we can
let ε→ 0 in (2.12) to obtain that


lim sup
ε→0


∫
M


|∇fε|2
(fε + δ)2 dλM 6


∫
M


|Z|2(p+ 1)
p2


(p+ δ)2(p+ 1)
dλM 6


∫
M


|Z|2 dλM.


By standard arguments this implies that log(p+ δ)− logδ ∈H 2,1(λM) and that∫
M


|∇p|2
(p+ δ)2 dλM 6


∫
M


|Z|2dλM.


By letting δ→ 0 we obtain (2.10).
In order to prove the last claim, letU be a bounded geodesic ball. Then there existsC > 0


such that ∫
U


∣∣∣∣∣f −
∫
U


f dλU


∣∣∣∣∣
2


dλU 6C
∫
U


|∇f |2 dλU , ∀f ∈H 2,1(λU ),
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whereλU(A)= λM(A ∩U)/λM(U). Let fn = | log(min(p,n)+ n−1)|. Then (2.10) yields that
the functionsfn −


∫
U
fn dλU are uniformly bounded inL2(λU ). Sincefn → | logp| on the


set {p > 0}, by Fatou’s theorem we obtain that the sequence{∫U fn dλU } is bounded. Hence


supn ‖fn‖L2(λU )
<∞ and| logp| ∈L2(λU ). Therefore logp ∈W2,1


loc (λM). 2
Note that the previous corollary implies, in particular, that logp ∈W2,1(λM) if M is compact.


We recall that the hypotheses of this corollary are fulfilled ifM is compact and|Z| ∈ Lα(λM)
with α > dimM.


Remark2.6. – Letµ be a Borel probability measure on a complete Riemannian manifoldM


such that|Z| ∈ Lαloc(λM) with α > d andLZ is symmetric onL2(µ) with domainC∞0 (M)
(which is equivalent toZ = ∇p/p, wherep is the density ofµ). Then the operatorHµϕ :=
1ϕ + 〈Z,∇ϕ〉 with domainC∞0 (M) is essentially self-adjoint onL2(µ). This follows from
Theorem 1.1 in the same manner as in the caseM =Rd considered in [11] (see also [46] for the
caseZ = 0 and [7] for the case whereZ is locally Lipschitzian).


3. Existence results in finite dimensions


Theorem 2.13 in [16] is a general result on existence of invariant measures on Riemannian
manifolds. But as already pointed out in [16], the required condition, i.e. the existence of
Lyapunov functions, is not always easy to check. As pointed out in the introduction, we now
prove existence of invariant measures under conditions which are easier to verify in applications.


We recall thatx ∈ cut(o), the cut locus ofo, provided there is a unit vectorV ∈ ToM such that
t = %(o,exp[tV ]) if and only if t ∈ [0, %(o, x)] (see, e.g., [8,31]).


THEOREM 3.1. – Assume thatZ is a measurable vector field onM such that|Z| ∈ Lαloc(λM),
whereα > d . Suppose that there exists a functionF ∈C2[0,∞) such that


lim
r→∞F(r)=∞ and lim


r→∞ sup
{%>r}\cut(o)


[
F ′(%)LZ%+F ′′(%)


]=−∞,(3.1)


where once again we setsup∅ = −∞. Then there exists a probability measureµ which solves
equation(1.1)and has a densityp ∈Wα,1


loc (λM).


Proof. –We assume thatM is noncompact because the result for the compact case is covered
by Theorem 2.3 in [16]. We observe that


LZ(F ◦ %)= F ′′(%)〈∇%,∇%〉 +F ′(%)LZ% = F ′′(%)+ F ′(%)LZ%.
Let us note that condition (3.1) may be fulfilled even if sup{%>r}\cut(o)[F ′(%)LZ%+F ′′(%)] is not
bounded above inr from some interval(0, T ]. However, we can always chooseF satisfying
(3.1) in such a way thatF > 0 andF = 0 on some interval[0, τ ] such that the function
sup{%>r}\cut(o)[F ′(%)LZ% + F ′′(%)] is bounded above inr ∈ [0,+∞). Indeed, letτ > 0 be such
thatF ′′(%)+ F ′(%)LZ% 6 0 if % > τ and letm =maxs6τ F (s). Let ψ ∈ C2(R1) be such that
ψ(s)= 0 if s 6m,ψ(s)= s if s >m+1 andψ ′(s)> 0. Then the new functionF0 :=ψ(F) has
the desired properties, since by the above observation, one has


LZ(ψ ◦ F ◦ %)=ψ ′
(
F(%)


)[
F ′′(%)+ F ′(%)LZ%


]+ψ ′′(F(%))(F ′(%))2
andψ ◦F ◦%= 0 if %6 τ . In particular, by changingF , we may assume thatF ◦% isC2 outside
cut(o). By (3.1), there existsr0 > 0 such thatF ′(r) > 0 for r > r0. Indeed, letr0 > 0 be such
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thatF ′′(%)+ F ′(%)LZ% <−1 if % > r0. If F ′(r)= 0 for somer > r0, then by (3.1)F ′′(r) < 0
(note that{%(x): x /∈ cut(o)} = [0,∞)). There isr1 > r with F(r1) > F(r). Then the function
F on [r, r1] attains its minimum at somermin ∈ (r, r1), which is impossible, sinceF ′′(rmin) < 0.
Let Bl = B(o, l), l > 1, be the closed ball of radiusl aroundo. We denote byBol the interior of
Bl = B(o, l) and byBcl the complement ofBl . By the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [16] it follows
that there existsµl ∈ P(M) with densitypl such thatpl = 0 onBcl , pl ∈Hα,1(Bl;λM), and∫


LZf dµl = 0, ∀f ∈C∞(M) with suppf ⊂Bol .(3.2)


Let us take an increasing functionG ∈ C[0,∞) such that


lim
r→∞G(r)=+∞ and LZ(F ◦ %)= F ′′(%)+ F ′(%)LZ%6−G ◦ %


outside cut(o). For fixedl and everyε > 0, let hε ∈ C∞(R1) be such that 06 h′ε 6 1, h′′ε 6 0,
hε(r)= r for r 6 F(l − ε) andhε(r)= F(l − 3ε/4) for r > F(l − ε/2). Then


LZ(hε ◦F ◦ %)6−h′ε(F ◦ %)G ◦ %(3.3)


outside cut(o). Sincehε ◦ F ◦ % ∈ W1,1
loc (λM) and is constant outsideBl−ε/2, we can take a


sequence{fn} ⊂ C∞(M) such that suppfn ⊂ Bol , supn>1 ‖∇fn‖∞ <∞, and limn→∞ |∇fn −
∇(hε ◦F ◦ %)| = 0 λM -a.e. Then, by the integration by parts formula, (3.2) yields∫


Bl


〈∇(hε ◦ F ◦ %),plZ−∇pl 〉dλM = lim
n→∞


∫
Bl


〈∇fn,plZ −∇pl〉dλM
(3.4)


= lim
n→∞


∫
Bl


LZfn pl dλM = 0.


According to an observation of Cheeger and Gromoll [21], we can take a sequence of
closed smooth domainsDm such thatDm ⊂ Bol \ cut(o), Dm ↑ Bol \ cut(o) and〈∇%,Nm〉> 0,
whereNm denotes the outward unit normal vector field of∂Dm. Then we have the estimate
〈∇(hε ◦ F ◦ %),Nm〉> 0. By the integration by parts formula, (3.3) and (3.4) imply∫


Dm


h′ε(F ◦ %)G ◦ %dµl


6−
∫
Dm


LZ(hε ◦ F ◦ %)dµl(3.5)


6−
∫
Dm


〈∇(hε ◦F ◦ %),plZ−∇pl 〉dλM 6 cl ∫
Bl\Dm


|plZ−∇pl |dλM,


wherecl = supr∈[0,l] |F ′(r)|. By first lettingε ↓ 0 and thenm ↑∞, we obtain∫
G ◦ %dµl 6 0.(3.6)


This yields that for everyε > 0, there exists a compact ballB such thatµl(M\B)6 ε for all l.
Hence the sequence{µl} is relatively weakly compact. Letµ ∈ P(M) be its cluster point in
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the weak topology. It is known (see [16]) that, for everyn > 1, the sequence{pl : l > n + 1}
is bounded inWα,1(Bn;λM). Therefore, there existsp ∈ Wα,1


loc (λM) such thatµ = pλM . It is
readily seen thatL∗µ= 0. 2


SinceG ◦ % is continuous and bounded below, the estimate (3.6) also holds forµ in place of
µl . We shall now show that such an estimate for probability measures solving (1.1) is valid in a
more general situation.


PROPOSITION 3.2. – Suppose thatµ is a probability measure solving equation(1.1), where
Z is a measurable vector field onM such that|Z| ∈Lαloc(λM)withα > d . Assume that there exist
a nondecreasing functionF ∈ C2[0,∞) with limr→∞F(r)=+∞ and a nonnegative function
G ∈C(M) such that, for somec > 0, one has


LZ(F ◦ %)= F ′ ◦ %LZ%+ F ′′ ◦ %6 c−G


outsidecut(o). Then ∫
M


Gdµ6 c.(3.7)


The same is true if there exists a functionV ∈ C2(M) such thatLZV 6 c − G and {V 6
k} ∩ {|∇V |> 0} is relatively compact for eachk ∈N.


Proof. –We know thatµ = pλM , wherep ∈Wα,1
loc (λM). Now we can employ the arguments


used above to obtain (3.6). Namely, for fixedk ∈ N, let hk ∈ C∞(R1) be such that 06 hk ′ 6 1,
hk
′′ 6 0, hk(r)= r for r 6 k andhk(r)= k+ 1 for r > k+ 2. Then one has


LZ(hk ◦ F ◦ %)= h′′k
(
F(%)


)[
F ′(%)


]2+ h′k(F(%))LZ(F ◦ %)
6 ch′k


(
F(%)


)− h′k(F(%))G(3.8)


outside cut(o). Sincehk ◦ F ◦ % ∈W1,1
loc (λM) and is constant outsideBlk , wherelk is such that


F(r)> k+ 2 if r > lk , we obtain by Lemma 2.1(ii) that∫
Blk


〈∇(hk ◦ F ◦ %),pZ −∇p〉dλM = 0.(3.9)


As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we choose closed smooth domainsDm such thatDm ⊂
Bolk \ cut(o), Dm ↑ Bolk \ cut(o) and〈∇%,Nm〉> 0, whereNm denotes the outward unit normal
vector field of∂Dm, we obtain from the integration by parts formula, (3.8) and (3.9) that∫


Dm


h′k(F ◦ %)Gdµ6 c
∫
Dm


h′k(F ◦ %)dµ−
∫
Dm


LZ(hk ◦ F ◦ %)dµ


6 c−
∫
Dm


〈∇(hk ◦F ◦ %),pZ −∇p〉dλM
6 c+ clk


∫
Blk \Dm


|pZ −∇p|dλM,
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whereclk = supr∈[0,lk] |F ′(r)|. By lettingm ↑∞ we obtain∫
Blk


h′k(F ◦ %)Gdµ6 c,


which by Fatou’s lemma yields (3.7) by lettingk ↑∞, sinceh′k(F ◦ %)→ 1. To prove the last
assertion we integrate by parts and use Lemma 2.1(ii) to obtain the equality


∫
LZ(hk ◦V )dµ= 0.


It only remains to apply the estimateLZ(hk ◦ V )6 h′k(V )(c−G) and letk→∞. 2
Example3.3. – Suppose that Ric> −k, k > 0. If |Z| ∈ Lαloc(λM) with α > d and


limr→∞ sup{%>r}\cut(o)〈Z,∇%〉 < −
√
k(d − 1), then the assertion of Theorem 3.1 is valid. It


suffices to takeF(r)= r2 and note that limr→∞ sup{%>r}\cut(o) 1%6
√
k(d − 1).


We are now going to present a curvature condition for the existence and uniqueness of invariant
measures. Given aC1 vector fieldZ, we set


k(r)= inf{%>r}\cut(o)


{
Ric(∇%,∇%)− 〈∇∇%Z,∇%〉


}
,(3.10)


k(r)= inf
{%>r}\cut(o)


{−〈∇∇%Z,∇%〉}.(3.11)


THEOREM 3.4. – Assume thatZ is aC1 vector field such that


∞∫
0


k(r)dr =∞.(3.12)


Then there exists a probability measureµ that satisfies(1.1)with respect toC∞0 (M). If the Ricci
curvature is bounded below, then the same is true provided that(3.12)holds fork in place ofk.


Proof. –Fix x /∈ cut(o) and letl : [0, %(x)]→M be the minimal geodesic fromo to x. Denote
the unit tangent vector field alongl = (ls)s∈[0,%(x)] by T = (Ts )s∈[0,%(x)]. Let {Ui}d−1


i=1 be parallel
vector fields alongl such that{T , Ui : i = 1, . . . , d − 1} is an orthonormal basis at each point of
l. Finally, let {Ji}d−1


i=1 be Jacobi fields alongl with Ji(0)= 0 andJi(%) = Ui(%), where and in
what follows we simply denote%(x) by %. We have (see, e.g., the second variation formula of
the distance in [22]) that


1%=
d−1∑
i=1


%∫
0


(∣∣∇T Ji ∣∣2− 〈R(Ji,T )T , Ji 〉)ds,


where the integral is taken alongl over the length parameters, and∇• is the Levi-Civita
connection. Leth ∈ C1[0, %] be such thath(0) = 0, h(%) = 1. By the index lemma (see [8,
Theorem 1.51] or [22]), we obtain


1%6
d−1∑
i=1


%∫
0


(∣∣∇T (hUi)∣∣2− 〈R(hUi,T )T , hUi 〉)ds
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= (d − 1)


%∫
0


(h′)2 ds −
%∫


0


h2Ric(T ,T )ds.


Noting that


Z%= 〈∇%,Z〉 = 〈T%,Z〉 =
%∫


0


d


ds


〈
h2T ,Z


〉
ds =


%∫
0


[(
h2)′〈T ,Z〉 + h2〈∇T Z,T 〉


]
ds,


we obtain


LZ%6 (d − 1)


%∫
0


(h′)2 ds −
%∫


0


h2k ds +
%∫


0


(h2)′〈T ,Z〉ds.


Let h be a smooth function such thath(0)= 0, 06 h6 1, h(r) = 1 for r > 1 and|h′|6 2. We
have that outside cut(o)∪ {% < 1}


LZ%6 4(d − 1)+ 4 sup
B(o,1)


|Z| −
%∫


1


k(r)dr + sup
[0,1
|k|.


By combining this with (3.12), we see thatLZ%→−∞ as%→∞ (outside cut(o)). We also
have that outside cut(o)


LZ%61%+
∣∣Z(o)∣∣+ %∫


0


〈∇T Z,T 〉ds 61%+ |Z(o)| −
%∫


0


k(r)dr.


But if (3.12) holds fork, this tends to−∞ as%→∞ provided the Ricci curvature is bounded
below, hence1% is bounded above outside a neighborhood ofo and cut(o). Hence Theorem 3.1
applies withF(r)= r. 2


Remark3.5. – (i) Suppose that in Theorem 3.1 or in Theorem 3.4 one hasZ = ∇W , where
W ∈ Wα,1


loc (λM) and α > d . Then the function expW is λM -integrable, which is verified by
the aid of (3.6). Namely, in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we takepl = const(l)expW on Bl .
Then, by (3.6), the sequence of measuresµl is uniformly tight onM, whence the desired
integrability follows. Hence we can find a normalization constantc0 such that the probability
measureµ := c0 expW dλM solves the equationL∗Zµ= 0.


(ii) It is seen from the above proof that we have used in fact the following weaker condition
instead of (3.12): assuming that the Ricci curvature ofM is bounded below so that one has
1% 6 C outside a neighborhood ofo and cut(o), whereC ∈ (0,+∞), it suffices to have the
estimate


∞∫
0


k(r)dr > C + ∣∣Z(o)∣∣.(3.13)


In the general case, it suffices to have the estimate
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∞∫
0


k(r)dr > 4(d − 1)+ 4 sup
B(o,1)


|Z| + sup
[0,1]
|k|.(3.14)


In both cases, by the same reasoning as at the end of the above proof, we can apply Theorem 3.1
with F(r)= r2. For example, ifW ∈ C2(M) is such that its second derivative is nondegenerate
outsideo and∇W(o) = 0, then the fieldZ = α∇W satisfies (3.13) for any sufficiently big
constantα. In this case, the probability measureµwith the density const.exp(−αW) is a solution
of L∗Zµ= 0.


(iii) It is worth noting that ifZ = ∇W for someW ∈ C2(M), (3.12) implies the Poincaré
inequality (see [47]) and furthermore the super-Poincaré inequality (see [48]), since it implies
thatLZ%→−∞ as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.4.


We note that the existence and uniqueness of invariant measures forLZ-diffusion processes
have been proved by Cruzeiro and Malliavin in [24] under some conditions including that
inf k > 0. The proof of Theorem 3.4 enables us to improve their result as follows.


COROLLARY 3.6. – If Z is C1 and either(3.12) holds, or the Ricci curvature is bounded
below and(3.12) holds fork in place ofk, then theLZ-diffusion process is ergodic and has a
unique invariant probability measure.


Proof. –By the proof of Theorem 3.4, either of our conditions implies thatLZ%
26 c−G(%)


outside cut(o) for somec > 0 and a positive functionG ∈C[0,∞) such thatG(r) ↑∞ asr ↑∞.
Let (xt)t>0 be theLZ-diffusion process withx0= o. By Itô’s formula for%(xt ) (cf. [36]) we have


d%2(xt)= 2
√


2%(xt )dbt + 1{xt /∈cut(o)}
[
LZ%


2(xt )
]
dt − dLt


for some increasing processLt and a Brownian motionbt onR. Let τn := inf{t > 0: %(xt )> n}.
We obtain


n2P(τn 6 t)6 E%2(xt∧τn)6 E
t∧τn∫
0


[
c−G(%(xs))]ds 6 ct.(3.15)


Therefore,P(τ∞ 6 t) 6 P(τn 6 t) 6 ct/n2 for any t, n > 0. Henceτ∞ = ∞ a.s. By letting
n ↑∞, the first inequality in (3.15) yields that


E
t∫


0


G
(
%(xs)


)
ds 6 ct, t > 0.(3.16)


Let νt (·) = 1
t


∫ t
0 P(xs ∈ ·)ds. We conclude from (3.16) that(νn)n>1 is tight and hence has a


subsequence which converges weakly to someµ ∈ P(M). Then it is easy to check thatµ is an
invariant measure of the process (i.e., an invariant measure for the corresponding semigroup).


To prove the ergodicity and uniqueness, we shall show that, for anyν ∈ P(M), letting
νTt ( · )=


∫
Pt (y, ·) ν(dy), wherePt (y, ·) is the distribution at timet of theLZ-diffusion process


starting fromy, we have limt→∞ νTt (B) = µ(B) for every Borel setB. This follows by a
theorem of Doob (see, e.g., [25, Theorem 4.2.1]). Moreover, one has evenνTt → µ in the total
variation norm (see [44]). In order to apply the result cited, it suffices to note that the semigroup
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(Tt )t>0 is strongly Feller and stochastically continuous (i.e., for everyx and every ballB of
positive radius centered atx, one has limt→0Pt (x,B)= 1), and the transition probabilities have
continuous strictly positive densities. All these properties follow from the condition thatZ is
continuously differentiable.2


Let us single out an important special case of equation (1.1). Letµ be any Borel measure onM
with densityp ∈W1,1


loc (λM). SetZ = βµ := ∇p/p. The vector fieldβµ is called the logarithmic
gradient ofµ. Clearly,|Z| ∈ L1


loc(µ) and, by the integration by parts formula, (1.1) is satisfied
with respect to the classC∞0 (M). This example corresponds to symmetric diffusions onM. It
is easily verified (see, e.g., [15]) that a probability measureµ is uniquely determined by its
logarithmic gradientβµ provided that|βµ| ∈L1(λM).


Remark3.7. – The uniqueness problem for equation (1.1) will be discussed in a separate
paper. The caseM = Rd has been studied in [1,13,18]. In general, there is no uniqueness for
probability measures satisfying (1.1) even ifZ is smooth (see [18]). By a modification of the
methods employed in [18] and [45] we shall prove in a forthcoming paper that in the situation of
Theorem 3.1 there exists exactly one probability measureµ such thatL∗Zµ= 0. In addition, there
is a unique strongly continuous Markovian semigroup(T


µ
t )t>0 onL1(µ) such that its generator


Lµ coincides withLZ on C∞0 (M). Moreover,µ is a unique invariant probability for(T µt )t>0
on the space of all bounded Borel functions onM. Finally, there exists a Markov process inM
(in the sense explained in [45]) with the transition semigroup given by(T µt )t>0. If the drift Z
is continuous, then such a process can be constructed as a limit of usual diffusions generated by
LZ in compact regions exhaustingM.


4. The infinite product case: regularity


LetS be a countable set, e.g., letS =N be the set of natural numbers. For eachi ∈ S, letMi be
a complete connected finite-dimensional Riemannian manifold. ForΛ⊂ S, letMΛ =5i∈ΛMi


be equipped with the product Borelσ -field BΛ. We denote the distance function onMi from
a fixed pointoi by %i . Let λΛ be the Riemannian volume element onMΛ. For everyx ∈MS


andΛ ⊂ S, let xΛ ∈ MΛ be the natural projection ofx. For anyµ ∈ P(MS) andΛ ⊂ S,
let µΛc(dyΛc |xΛ) be the regular conditional probability ofµ on MΛc given BΛ × MΛc :=
{B ×MΛc | B ∈ BΛ}, i.e., for every bounded Borel functionf onMS , one has∫


f dµ=
∫
MΛ


∫
MΛc


f (xΛ× yΛc)µΛc(dyΛc |xΛ)µΛ(dxΛ),


whereµΛ is the marginal distribution ofµ onMΛ.
We set


FC∞0 :=
⋃


Λ⊂S,Λ is finite


C∞0
(
MΛ


)
.


Here and below, we regard a function onMΛ as a cylindrical function onMS in the natural way.
ReplacingC∞0 (MΛ) byC∞b (MΛ), one obtains the classFC∞b . Note thatFC∞b is a linear space,
butFC∞0 is not.


LetZ = (Zi)i∈S be a collection of Borel maps onMS such thatZi(x) ∈ TxiMi and let


LZ =1+Z :=
∑
i∈S


Li, Li :=1i +Zi,(4.1)
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where1i is the Laplacian onMi , and the sense in which the sum is understood will be explained
later. In particular,Lψ makes sense ifψ ∈FC∞0 . Moreover, let∇ := (∇i)i∈S , where∇i denotes
the gradient onMi , denote the gradient onMS . We set|∇f |2 =∑i∈S |∇if |2 for f :MS→ R
provided the right-hand side exists.


DEFINITION 4.1. – LetK be a certain class of boundedB-measurable functions onMS . We
shall say that a Radon measureµ onMS satisfies the elliptic equation


L∗Zµ= 0(4.2)


with respect to the classK if, for everyψ ∈K, one hasLiψ ∈L1(µ) and∑
i∈S


∫
MS


Liψ dµ= 0.(4.3)


Here∇i denotes the gradient onMi .


For example, one can consider (4.2) with respect toK= FC∞0 (then the series becomes a finite
sum). Another possibility is to consider the classKc(MS) of all bounded Borel functionsψ on
MS such thatxi 7→ ψ(x1, . . . , xi, . . .) is a smooth compactly supported function onMi for all
i ∈ S.


One of the motivations for the study of equation (4.2) is that, as will be explained below, Gibbs
distributions onMS satisfy this equation under very broad assumptions.


Suppose first thatµ is a Borel probability measure onMS such thatL∗Zµ= 0 with respect to
the classFC∞0 and that|Zi | ∈L1(µ) for all i. Given a finite setΛ= {s1, . . . , sn} ⊂ S, we denote
by ZµΛ the conditional expectation ofZΛ := (Zs1, . . . ,Zsn) with respect toµ and theσ -field
generated by the natural projection fromMS toMΛ. Note thatµ-a.e.


Z
µ
Λ(x)=


∫
MΛc


ZΛ(xΛ× yΛc)µΛc(dyΛc |xΛ).


From now onZµΛ will always denote this particularµ-version. In particular,ZµΛ(x)= ZµΛ(xΛ)
for all x ∈MS . Let


L
µ
Λ =1Λ +ZµΛ :=


∑
i∈Λ


1i +ZµΛ.


It is readily verified that one has(LµΛ)
∗µΛ = 0 with respect toC∞0 (MΛ). The following result


about the regularity of marginal distributions then follows immediately, by Theorem 1 and
Remark 4(iii) in [11]. Let ∇Λ denote the gradient onMΛ.


THEOREM 4.2. – Suppose thatL∗Zµ= 0 with respect toFC∞0 .


(i) Let |ZµΛ| ∈Lαloc(λΛ) for someα > 1, thenpΛ(xΛ)= dµΛ/dλΛ exists andpΛ ∈Wγ,1
loc (λΛ)


for everyγ ∈ [1,dimMΛ/(dimMΛ − α + 1)). Moreover, ifα > dimMΛ, thenpΛ ∈
W
α,1
loc (λΛ) and there exists a continuous strictly positive version ofpΛ.


(ii) Under the assumptions of Corollary2.3, if |ZµΛ| ∈ L2(µΛ) for every finite setΛ⊂ S, then
dµΛ = ϕ2


ΛdλΛ with ϕΛ ∈H 2,1(λΛ) and∫
MΛ


|∇ΛϕΛ|2 dλΛ 6
1


4


∫
MΛ


∣∣ZµΛ∣∣2 dµΛ 6
1


4


∫
MS


|Z|2 dµ.
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Our next result deals with the regularity of invariant measures with respect to a fixed
probability measure as in [1,12] and [15]. To this end, letWi ∈W1,1


loc (λi) be such thatηi(dx) :=
exp(Wi)dλi ∈ P(Mi), and the following logarithmic Sobolev inequality holds for someα > 0
and alli ∈ S:


∫
f 2 logf 2 dηi 6 α


∫
|∇f |2 dηi, ∀f ∈ C∞0 (Mi) with


∫
f 2 dηi = 1.(4.4)


We setη =⊗i∈S ηi , ηΛ =
⊗


i∈Λ ηi . The Sobolev classH 2,1(η) is defined as the completion of
the linear span ofFC∞0 with respect to the Sobolev norm‖ · ‖H2,1 given by


‖f ‖2
H2,1 =


∫
|f |2 dη+


∑
i∈S


∫
|∇if |2 dη.


In the same way we defineH 2,1(ηΛ). By [5] indeed the associated quadratic forms with respect
to η andηΛ are closable onL2(η) andL2(ηΛ), respectively. We shall assume that the measureη


satisfies the following condition: for every finite setΛ, one has


H 2,1(ηΛ)=
{
f ∈L2(ηΛ): f ∈W2,1


loc (ηΛ), |∇f | ∈ L2(ηΛ)
}
,(4.5)


whereW2,1
loc (ηΛ) is the class of all functionsf ∈ L2


loc(ηΛ) such that, in every local chart,f has
a modification which is absolutely continuous on almost all lines parallel to the coordinate lines
and the corresponding partial derivatives are locally inL2(ηΛ) (then∇f is defined by means of
these partial derivatives).


One can verify that (4.5) is, e.g., fulfilled ifηΛ has a density% such that, for every compact
setK, 0< c1(K)6 %6 c2(K) <∞.


Let Yi :=Zi −∇iWi , Y := (Yi)i∈S .


THEOREM 4.3. – Suppose that theMi ’s satisfy the hypotheses in Corollary2.3 and that
(4.4), (4.5) hold. If µ ∈ P(MS) is such thatL∗Zµ = 0 with respect to the classFC∞0 , where
|Zi| ∈ L2(µ) for everyi ∈ S and


|Y | :=
(∑
i∈S
|Zi −∇iWi |2


)1/2


∈ L2(µ),


thenµ= pη with
√
p ∈H 2,1(η).


Proof. –We may assume thatS = N. For any finite setΛ ⊂ N, we obtain by the above
results that dµΛ = fΛdλΛ with


√
fΛ ∈H 2,1(λΛ). Since|∇iWi | = |Zi − Yi | ∈ L2(µ), we have


|∇ΛWΛ| ∈ L2(µΛ), whereWΛ =∑i∈ΛWi(xi). Hence dµΛ = pΛdηΛ with
√
pΛ ∈ H 2,1(ηΛ).


Indeed,pΛ = fΛ exp(−WΛ), where both factors have modifications which are absolutely
continuous along almost all coordinate lines in any fixed local chart. Clearly,


√
pΛ has the same


property. In addition, the mapping∇Λ√pΛ evaluated by means of such modifications coincides
ηΛ-a.e. with1


2(∇ΛfΛ/
√
fΛ −∇ΛWΛ


√
fΛ)exp(−WΛ/2), which isηΛ-square integrable, since


|∇ΛfΛ|2/fΛ and|∇ΛWΛ|2fΛ are inL1(λΛ). By Lemma 2.1,∇ΛWΛ and∇ΛfΛ/fΛ = L2(µ)-
limε→0∇Λ log(fΛ + ε) belong toΓ (µΛ). On the other hand, the vector field


Z
µ
Λ −
∇ΛfΛ
fΛ
=∇ΛWΛ + YµΛ −


∇ΛfΛ
fΛ
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is orthogonal toΓ (µΛ) in the spaceL2
(
µΛ,Vec(MΛ)


)
. Therefore, we obtain the orthogonal


decomposition


Y
µ
Λ =


(∇ΛfΛ
fΛ
−∇ΛWΛ


)
+
(
Z
µ
Λ −
∇ΛfΛ
fΛ


)
,


whence ∫
MΛ


∣∣∣∣∇ΛWΛ − ∇ΛfΛ
fΛ


∣∣∣∣2 dµΛ ≤
∫
MΛ


∣∣YµΛ ∣∣2 dµΛ.


Therefore, one has∫
MΛ


∣∣∇Λ√pΛ∣∣2 dηΛ = 1


4


∫
MΛ


∣∣∣∣∇ΛWΛ − ∇ΛfΛ
fΛ


∣∣∣∣2 dµΛ


(4.6)


6 1


4


∫
MΛ


∣∣YµΛ ∣∣2 dµΛ 6
1


4


∫
|Y |2 dµ.


LetΛn = {1, . . . , n} and letσn = B(MΛn)×MΛcn . By (4.4) and (4.6), one has∫
MS


pΛn logpΛndη=
∫


MΛn


pΛn logpΛndηΛn


6 α
∫ ∣∣∇Λn√pΛn ∣∣2 dηΛn 6


α


4


∫
|Y |2 dµ.


This means that{pΛn}n>1 is uniformly integrable with respect toη. Furthermore, it is readily
seen that(pΛn)n>1 is aσn-martingale underη. Then,pΛn → p in L1(η) for somep ∈ L1(η).
We have


√
p ∈ H 2,1(η) by (4.6). On the other hand, we have forf ∈ FC∞0 and large


enoughn∫
f dµ=


∫
f dµΛn =


∫
fpΛn dηΛn =


∫
fpΛn dη= lim


k→∞


∫
fpΛk dη=


∫
fp dη,


hence dµ= pdη. 2
Additional results about regularity in infinite dimensions are given in Section 7 devoted to the


so called finite range case.


5. Existence results in infinite dimensions


We keep the notation introduced in Section 4, in particular, given vector fieldsZi , i ∈ S,
onMS such thatZi(x) ∈ TxiMi , and we consider the elliptic operatorsLi and (heuristically)
LZ =∑i Li .


Recall thatoi ∈Mi are fixed points.
LetA= (ai,j )i,j∈S be an infinite symmetric matrix withai,j > 0. Given a collection of positive


numbersq = (qi)i∈S such that
∑
i∈S qi <∞, we denote byl1(q) the spaceL1 with respect to


the discrete measure onS that assignsqi to i. Given a collectionξ = (ξi)i∈S of nonnegative
numbers, we writeAξ 6 λξ for someλ> 0 if


∑
j∈S ai,j ξj 6 λξi for all i ∈ S.


We shall assume thatS is a union of an increasing sequence of finite setsΛn, n ∈N, which is
always possible, sinceS is countable; a typical example isS = Zd ,Λn = {(z1, . . . , zd): |zi |6 n}.
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Given a family(Ci)i∈S of real numbers, we writeCi →+∞ if lim n→∞ infi∈S\Λn Ci = +∞.
The restriction of a functionf :MS → R to MΛn is defined by the equalityfΛn|o(xΛn) :=
f (xΛn × oΛcn) and is denoted byfΛn|o :MΛn→R. Correspondingly, we set


ZΛn|o(xΛn) :=Z(xΛn × oΛcn), LΛn|of :=1ΛnfΛn|o +ZΛnfΛn|o


for f :MS→R such thatfΛn|o ∈ C2(MΛn).


Let us introduce a class of test functions that will be employed below. Given nonnegative
functionsGi ∈C(Mi), we set


Ψ (x) :=
∑
i∈S


qiGi(x).


Suppose that the setΩ := {Ψ <∞} is equipped with some completely regular topologyτ such
that the natural embedding(Ω, τ)→MS is continuous.


By KΨ we denote the class of all bounded functionsf :MS → R with the following
properties:


(1) f is zero outside of one of the setsSr := {Ψ 6 r},
(2) f has partial derivatives of all orders whose restrictions toMΛn are continuous, and such


that the restrictions off and of theLif ’s toΩ areτ -continuous,
(3) all the functionsLif are bounded and the series


∑
i∈S Lif converges uniformly onSr .


Note thatfΛn|o ∈C∞0 (MΛn) for all f ∈KΨ .
Throughout, we use the following convention: every measureµ onMΛn is considered as a


measure onMS (i.e., asµ⊗ δoΛcn ).
The existence results in this section are based on the following simple lemma.


LEMMA 5.1. – Suppose that for alln ∈ N the restrictions of the fieldsZi to MΛn × {oΛcn}
are locally integrable in power bigger thandimMΛn (e.g., are Borel and locally bounded). Let
‖A‖l1(q) ≤ λ and


∑
j∈S ai,j 6 λ for all i ∈ S. Assume that for eachi ∈ S, there exist nonnegative


compact functionsVi ∈ C2(Mi) andGi ∈ C(Mi) such thatGi(oi)= 0 and, for somec, δ > 0,
one has for allx ∈MS andn ∈N


1iVi(xi)+
〈∇iVi(xi),Zi(xΛn × oΛcn)〉


(5.1)
6 c− (λ+ δ)Gi(xi)+


∑
j∈Λn


ai,jGj (xj ), i ∈Λn.


Then there exist measuresµn ∈P(MΛn) such thatL∗Λn|oµn = 0 with respect toC∞0 (MΛn) and∫
Gi dµn 6


c


δ
, ∀n ∈N, i ∈ S.(5.2)


In particular,
∫
Ψ dµn 6 c


δ


∑
i∈S qi and the sequence{µn} is relatively weakly compact.


Moreover, the same is true ifVi = Fi ◦%i , whereFi ∈C2[0,∞) is such thatlimr→∞Fi(r)=+∞
and(5.1)holds for allx = (xi)i∈S ∈MS with xi /∈ cut(oi), ∀i ∈ S.


Proof. –We may assume thatS =N,Λn = {1, . . . , n}, and
∑∞
i=1qi = 1. Leto := (o1, o2, . . .)


and


Ψn(xΛn) :=
∑
i6n


qiGi(xi), Φn(xΛn) :=
∑
i6n


qiVi(xi).
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By (5.1) and the estimate‖A‖l1(q) 6 λ, which means that∑
i, j


qiai,j |zj |6 λ
∑
j


qj |zj |,


one has (recall thatGj(oj )= 0)


LΛn|oΦn(xΛn)6 c− δΨn(xΛn).


Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, there existsµn ∈P(MΛn) such that


L∗Λn|oµn = 0


with respect toC∞0 (MΛn) and, by the last statement of Proposition 3.2 one has∫
Ψn dµn 6


c


δ
.


In the case whenVi is replaced byFi ◦%i for Fi ∈C2[0,∞) and limr→∞F(r)=∞, we modify
the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the product manifoldMΛn . For i ∈Λn, let Bl,i = B(oi, l) be the
closed geodesic ball inMi with centeroi and radiusl. LetBl =∏i∈Λn Bl,i . Let hi,ε be chosen
for Fi ashε in the proof of Theorem 3.1 has been chosen forF . We obtain


LΛn|o
(∑
i∈Λn


qihi,ε ◦ Fi ◦ %i
)
6 c− δ


∑
i∈Λn


qih
′
i,ε(Fi ◦ %i)Gi(xi).(5.3)


Let µl ∈ P(Bl) with densitypl ∈ Hα,1(Bl;λMΛn ) for someα > dimMΛn be such that (3.2)
holds withLΛn|o andMΛn in place ofLZ andM, respectively. Then (3.4) holds forλMΛn in
place ofλM . Finally, let {Dim} be taken as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 forBol,i and cut(oi). Let


Dm :=∏i∈Λn D
i
m. Then it is easy to obtain an analogue of (3.5) for the present situation, which


in turn leads to the existence ofµn ∈ P(MΛn) such thatL∗Λn|oµn = 0 and
∫
Ψn dµn 6 c/δ.


Let us regardµn as a probability onMS . Then
∫
Ψ dµn 6 c/δ, which yields that the


sequence{µn} is uniformly tight. Let us show (5.2). Letn be fixed and letξi =
∫
Gi dµn. Then


ξ = (ξi) ∈ l1(q). It follows by the above reasoning that


ξ 6 (λ+ δ)−1c+ (λ+ δ)−1Aξ,


where the sequence(c, c, . . . , ) ∈ l1(q) is denoted byc. Iterating this inequality and using the
estimate‖A‖l1(q) 6 λ, we obtain


ξ 6 c


λ+ δ
∞∑
n=0


(
A


λ+ δ
)n


16 c


λ+ δ
∞∑
n=0


(
λ


λ+ δ
)n


1= c
δ


1,


since
∑
j∈S ai,j 6 λ, so thatA(1)6 λ. 2


PROPOSITION 5.2. – Let A, q , Vi, Gi , andZi be as in Lemma5.1 such that(5.1) holds.
Suppose that the sets{∑i∈S CiqiGi 6 r} areτ -compact wheneverCi ∈R+ such thatCi→+∞
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and that the restrictions ofZi ’s to these sets areτ -continuous. Then there existsµ ∈ P(MS) such
that ∫


Gi dµ6
c


δ
(5.4)


andL∗Zµ = 0 with respect to the classKΨ . Moreover, the same is true ifVi = Fi ◦ %i , where
Fi ∈ C2[0,∞) is such thatlimr→∞Fi(r)=+∞ and(5.1)holds for allx = (xi)i∈S ∈MS with
xi /∈ cut(oi), ∀i ∈ S.


Proof. –Let us keep the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. The sequence{µn}
constructed in that lemma is uniformly tight, hence there exists a measureµ ∈ P(MS) which
is the weak limit of some subsequence{µnj }j∈N. It follows from (5.2) that there exist positive
numbers(Ci)i∈S with Ci→+∞ such that


sup
n


∫ ∑
i∈S


CiqiGi dµn <∞,


and the same is true forµ in place ofµn. Hence by assumption the sequence{µn} is also
uniformly tight onΩ with respect to the topologyτ , henceµnj → µ weakly on (Ω, τ) as
j→∞. By the definition ofLΛn|o, we obtain for everyf ∈KΨ that∫ n∑


i=1


Lif dµn =
∫
LΛn|ofΛn|o dµn = 0.


LetK be the support off onΩ . By definition, the boundedτ -continuous functions
∑n
i=1Lif


converge toLf uniformly onK, whence we obtain the desired conclusion.2
PROPOSITION 5.3. – Consider the situation of Proposition5.2. In addition, suppose that for


everyi ∈ S, there existγi ∈C[0,∞) andψi ∈ C(M) such thatlimr→∞ γi(r)/r = 0 and


∣∣Zi(x)∣∣6ψi(xi)+ γi(∑
j∈S


qjGj (xj )


)
, x ∈MS, i ∈ S.(5.5)


If there existsh ∈C2[0,∞) such thath′ > 0, h′′ 6 0, h(∞)=∞, and‖∇ih(Vi)‖∞ <∞, i ∈ S,
then there existsµ ∈ P(MS) such that(5.4)holds andL∗Zµ= 0 with respect to the classFC∞0 .
If, in addition, (5.5) holds forψi = γi(Gi), then |Zi | ∈ L1(µ) and


∫
LZf dµ = 0 for every


f ∈FC∞b .
Finally, under the assumptions of Corollary2.3 for eachMi in caseψi = γi(Gi) but


without the assumption on the above functionh, the above results hold forVi = Fi ◦ %i with
Fi ∈ C2[0,∞) provided thatlimr→∞Fi(r)=∞ and(5.1) holds for allx = (xi)i∈S ∈MS with
xi /∈ cut(oi), ∀i ∈ S.


Proof. –Without loss of generality, we assume that the sequence{µn} in Lemma 5.1 converges
weakly toµ. We only have to verify the equality


∫
LZf dµ= 0 for everyf ∈ FC∞0 , whereµ


is the measure constructed in Lemma 5.1. We see that
∑
i6n qih(Vi) is a function satisfying


the assumption of Remark 2.4 forMΛn andLΛn|o. Suppose thatf (x) = f0(xΛ), wheref0 ∈
C∞0 (MΛ), and letn be so large thatΛ⊂Λn. Then by Remark 2.4∫


LZf dµn =
∫ ∑


i∈Λ
Lif dµn =


∫ ∑
i∈Λn


Lif dµn = 0.
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Clearly, by the weak convergence, we have∫ ∑
i∈Λ


1if dµn→
∫ ∑


i∈Λ
1if dµ.


In addition, for every fixedi ∈Λ, one has∫
Ω


〈Zi,∇if 〉dµn→
∫
Ω


〈Zi,∇if 〉dµ.(5.6)


Indeed, the functiong = 〈Zi,∇if 〉 is τ -continuous andµ-integrable. This follows by (5.5), since
ψi(xi) is bounded on the support off0 and the functionγi(


∑
j∈S qjGj ) isµ-integrable by (5.4).


We obtain from (5.5) that


lim
R→+∞sup


n


∫
|g|>R


|g|dµn = 0.


This together with the weak convergence of{µn} yields (5.6). The second assertion is proved
by a similar argument. The last assertion can be proved in the same way by using Corollary 2.3
instead of Remark 2.4.2


Let us consider a typical example of a topologyτ that can be used in Proposition 5.2.


Example5.4. – LetGi(x) := %i(xi)p , wherep> 1. Letτ be the topology on the set{Ψ <∞}
generated by the metric


dp(x, y) :=
(∑
i∈S


qi%i(xi, yi)
p


)1/p


.


Then the setsKr := {∑i∈S CiqiGi 6 r} areτ -compact ifCi ∈R+ andCi→∞.


Proof. –Let x(j) = (x(j)i )i∈S be a sequence of points in the setKr . It is readily seen thatKr
is compact in the product topology ofMS , hence there exist a subsequence{y(k)} ⊂ {x(j)} and
a pointx = (xi) ∈Kr such thaty(k)i → xi ask→∞ for every fixedi ∈ S. Givenε > 0, we can
pick n0 such thatCi > ε−1 if i /∈Λn0. Noting that∑


i /∈Λn0


qiGi(z)6 ε
∑
i∈S


CiqiGi(z)6 rε


for all z ∈ Kr , we obtain thatdp(y(k), x) < 2(rε)1/p + ε for all k sufficiently large, i.e.,x is a
cluster point of{x(j)} with respect toτ . 2


THEOREM 5.5. – Assume thatsupi∈S dimMi <∞ and that eachMi satisfies the assump-
tions of Corollary2.3with Ricci curvature bounded below by a constant independent ofi. Let


Zi(x)= Yi(xi)+ Ŷi (x),


where the mappingŝYi are continuous onMS , theYi ’s are continuous onMi and


〈Yi,∇i%i〉6 c′ − (λ+ δ)%pi ,
∣∣Ŷi (x)∣∣6 c′ +∑


j


ai,j %j (xj )
p
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for somec′, δ > 0,p > 1 and(ai,j ) given as in Lemma5.1. If (5.4)holds forGi = %pi , then there
existsµ such thatL∗Zµ= 0 with respect toFC∞0 . Moreover, one hassupi∈S


∫
%
p


i dµ<∞.
Proof. –By the Laplacian comparison theorem, our assumptions imply1i%i 6 c0(1+ %−1


i )


outside cut(oi) ∪ {oi} for somec0 > 0 and all i ∈ S. Then (5.1) holds for somec > c′, all
x = (xi) ∈ MS with xi /∈ cut(oi), Gi = %pi , andVi = F ◦ %i for someF ∈ C∞[0,∞) such
that 0/∈ suppF andF(r) = r for r > 1,∀i ∈ S. For τ we take the topology generated by the
metricdp discussed in Theorem 5.4. Therefore, the assertion follows from Proposition 5.3.2


Finally, let us observe that the condition‖A‖l1(q) 6 λ is satisfied ifAq 6 λq in the above
sense. A simple sufficient condition for the estimateAq 6 λq is this: ai,j = a(i − j), where
S = Zd , 06 a(i)6 c1q


2
i , a(i)= a(−i),∑i qi 6 c2, qi−j qj 6 c3qi , λ= c1c2c3. For example, if


d = 1, it suffices thatqi = |i|−r , a(i)6 |i|−2r , r > 1. In particular, as we shall see in the next
section, Example 5.5 yields the existence of Gibbs measures for many models with the finite
radius of interaction.


6. Applications to Gibbs measures


In this section, we discuss an important special case of the elliptic equationL∗Zµ= 0 where the
Zi ’s are logarithmic derivatives ofµ along thexi ’s; then every term in (4.3) vanishes separately
which simplifies certain technical issues. Note that if in this caseZi ∈ L2(µ), then the operator
LZ is symmetric onL2(µ). We shall now introduce a suitable concept of differentiability of
measures (and a local version of logarithmic derivative). Let divi denote the divergence of vector
fields onMi .


DEFINITION 6.1. – Let µ be a Radon measure onMS , let i ∈ S be fixed, and letK be a
certain class of functions differentiable alongxi and separating the measures onMS . We say
that µ has the logarithmic derivativeβi along xi with respect toK, if βi is a µ-measurable
vector field such thatβi(x) ∈ TxiMi and, for everyψ ∈K and everyv ∈ Vec∞0 (Mi), the set of
all compactly supportedC∞-vector fields onMi , one has〈∇iψ, v〉, ψdiviv+ψ〈v,βi 〉 ∈ L1(µ)


and ∫
〈∇iψ, v〉dµ=−


∫
ψ
(
divi v + 〈v,βi〉


)
dµ.(6.1)


The logarithmic derivativeβi of µ will also be denoted byβµi .
We shall see that under broad assumptions, a measureµ with the logarithmic derivativesZi


alongxi satisfies the elliptic equationL∗Zµ= 0. This follows from the formal integration by parts
on every term in (4.3), but requires a justification.


Let v be a fixed smooth compactly supported vector field on a Riemannian manifoldM and
let Uvt , t ∈ R1, be the corresponding flow, i.e.,Uvt (x) solves the ordinary differential equation
x ′(t)= v(x(t)), x(0)= x.


The following lemma is a straightforward modification of a result in [49] proved in the linear
case for globally integrable logarithmic derivatives (cf. also [6] and [7] for the manifold case).
Although the reasoning is essentially the same as in [49], we include a proof for completeness,
since some additional technicalities arise. This lemma shows how Gibbs measures fit into the
above framework of elliptic equations.


LEMMA 6.2. – LetX =M × Y , whereM is a finite-dimensional Riemannian manifold and
(Y,F) is a measurable space, letµ be a measure onB= B(M)⊗F with the regular conditional
measuresµy onM × {y}, and letν be the projection of|µ| to Y . Suppose thatK is a class of
boundedB-measurable functions that satisfies the following conditions:
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(i) for everyψ ∈K andy ∈ Y , the functionx 7→ψ(x,y) is continuously differentiable and
∇xψ is bounded;


(ii) (x, y) 7→ ψ(Uvt (x), y) ∈ K and ϕ ◦ ψ ∈ K wheneverϕ ∈ C∞0 (R1), ϕ(0) = 0, ψ ∈ K,
t ∈R1, v ∈Vec∞0 (M), andψ1ψ2 ∈K if ψ1, ψ2 ∈K;


(iii) the classK separates the measures onB.
Let (x, y) 7→ β(x, y) ∈ TxM be aµ-measurable mapping(i.e., 〈β,v〉 isµ-measurable for all


smooth vector fieldsv onM) such thatψ|β| ∈ L1(µ) for everyψ ∈K and∫
〈∇xψ,v〉dµ=−


∫
ψ divv dµ−


∫
ψ〈β,v〉dµ(6.2)


for everyψ ∈K and everyv ∈Vec∞0 (M). Then, forν-a.e.y,µy admits a densityf y on the fiber
M × {y} such that


f y ∈W1,1
loc (λM) and β(x, y)=∇xf y(x)/f y(x).(6.3)


Proof. –We can find an increasing sequence of measurable setsAj ⊂X such that
⋃
j Aj has


full measure and there exist functionsϕj ∈K with ϕj > 0 onAj . Indeed, letK0= {ψ ∈K: 06
ψ 6 1}. By [27, Theorem IV.11.6], there is a sequenceϕj ∈ K0 such that, for everyψ ∈ K0,
one hasψ 6 supj ϕj µ-a.e. Then the union of the setsAj = {ϕj > 0} has full measure. Indeed,
if supj ϕj = 0 on a positive measure setA, then for everyψ ∈ K0, one hasψ = 0 µ-a.e. on
A, hence the same is true for everyϕ ∈ K, which easily follows by taking compositions with
smooth compactly supported functions vanishing at the origin. Thus, the measureµ|A and the
zero measure are not separated byK, which is a contradiction. Moreover, we may assume that
ϕj = 1 onAj . Indeed, everyϕj can be replaced by the sequence of functionsζk ◦ ϕj , where
ζk ∈C∞0 (R1), 06 ζk 6 1, ζk(t)= 0 if t 6 0, ζk(t)= 1 if k−16 t 6 k, andζk(t)= 0 if t > k+1.
Let us consider the measure


µj = ϕj µ.
Lettingβj = β +∇xϕj/ϕj , and using thatψ1ψ2 ∈ K for all ψ1, ψ2 ∈ K, we obtain from (6.2)
that ∫


〈∇xψ,v〉dµj =−
∫
ψ divv dµj −


∫
ψ〈βj , v〉dµj


for everyψ ∈ K and every smooth compactly supported vector fieldv on M. In addition,
|βj | ∈ L1(µj ). Let v be a fixed smooth compactly supported vector field onM and letUvt ,
t ∈R1, be the corresponding flow. Then we have∫


X


[
ψ
(
Uvt (x), y


)−ψ(x,y)]dµj


(6.4)


=−
t∫


0


∫
X


ψ
(
Uvs (x), y


)(
divv(x)+ 〈βj (x, y), v(x)〉)dµj ds


for all ψ ∈K, which is proved as follows. Both sides of (6.4) are continuously differentiable int


and vanish att = 0. We observe that for everyϕ ∈K, one has


∂


∂τ
ϕ
(
Uvτ (x), y


)∣∣
τ=0=


〈∇xϕ(x, y), v(x)〉.
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Therefore,


∂


∂t
ψ
(
Uvt (x), y


)= ∂


∂τ
ψ
(
Uvt
(
Uvτ (x)


)
, y
)∣∣
τ=0=


〈∇x[ψ(Uvt (x), y)], v(x)〉.
Hence the derivatives of the left and right sides of (6.4) are given by∫


X


〈∇x[ψ(Uvt (x), y)], v(x)〉dµj
and


−
∫
X


ψ
(
Uvt (x), y


)(
divv(x)+ 〈βj (x, y), v(x)〉)dµj ,


respectively, hence are equal. The left-hand side of (6.4) equals the integral ofψ with respect to
the measure(µj )t − µj , where(µj )t is the image ofµj under the shift(x, y) 7→ (Uvt (x), y).
The right-hand side of (6.4) is the integral ofψ against the measure


σ tj :=
t∫


0


([
divv+ 〈βj , v〉


]
µj
)
s
ds.


Hence, by our assumption onK, we have


(µj )t −µj = σ tj .
This implies that (6.4) holds for all boundedB-measurable functionsψ , which enables us
to reduce the claim to the caseM = Rd (however, with a Riemannian structure possibly
different from the standard one). Indeed, (6.4) is true, in particular, for all functions of the
form ψ(x,y) = f (x)ψ0(x, y), wheref ∈ C∞0 (M) has support in a local chartU andψ0 ∈ K.
Differentiating (6.4) att = 0, we arrive at the equality∫


〈∇xψ0, v〉f dµj =−
∫
〈∇xf, v〉ψ0 dµj −


∫
ψ0
(
divv+ 〈βj , v〉


)
f dµj


for everyv ∈ Vec∞0 (M). This shows that the measuref µj satisfies the same condition asµj
with βj +∇xf/f in place ofβj . Therefore, it suffices to consider the case whereµj has support
in U . Moreover, by considering vector fieldsv that are constant on the support off , we may
assume that (6.4) is true for the constant fieldsei , i = 1, . . . , d , where{ei} is a standard basis in
Rd , and allt from a fixed interval. Let us set


β̂j (x)=
(〈βj (x), e1〉 + dive1, . . . ,


〈
βj (x), ed


〉+ div ed
)
,


where div and〈 ·, · 〉 correspond to the Riemannian structure ofM (so that the divergences of
the constant fieldsei may be nonzero). By the assumption thatµj has support inU , we have
|β̂j | ∈ L1(µj ). We shall denote by( ·, · ) the standard inner product inRd . Then, for every vector
v from the unit ballUd in Rd and everyt ∈ [0,1], we obtain the relation


(µj )tv −µj =
t∫


0


((
β̂j , v


)
µj
)
sv


ds.(6.5)
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We set


µ
y
j = ϕjµy, i.e., µj(B)=


∫
Y


µ
y
j (B) ν(dy).


Now (6.5) yields the absolute continuity of the measuresµ
y


j for ν-a.e.y. Indeed, letp be a


probability density onRd with support inUd , pε(t)= ε−dp(t/ε), γε = pε dx, ε ∈ (0,1), and let


πε(B)=
∫
Y


µ
y


j ∗ γε(B) ν(dy).


Then for every bounded Borel functiong, one has∫
X


g(x, y)dπε =
∫
Y


∫
Rd×{y}


∫
Rd


g(x + εz, y)p(z)dzµyj (dx) ν(dy)


=
∫
Rd


∫
X


g(x + εz, y)p(z)dµj dz.(6.6)


It follows from (6.5) and (6.6) that∣∣∣∣∣
∫
X


g dµj −
∫
X


g dπε


∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ud


∫
X


g
[
d(µj )− d(µj )εz


]
p(z)dz


∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ud


ε∫
0


∫
X


g(x + sz, y)( β̂j , z)dµj ds p(z)dz


∣∣∣∣∣6 ε sup|g|∥∥∣∣ β̂j ∣∣µj∥∥,
since|(β̂j , z)|6 |β̂j | on the support ofp. Therefore,


‖µj − πε‖6 2ε
∥∥β̂j∥∥L1(µj ,Rd).


Clearly, every measureπε with ε > 0 has absolutely continuous conditional measures on
Rd × {y}. Hence, forν-a.e.y, the conditional measureµyj admits a densityqyj (x) with respect
to Lebesgue measure. Thus, we obtain from (6.5) that there exists a measurable setY0 of full
ν-measure such that for everyi = 1, . . . , d , every rationalt , and everyy ∈ Y0, one has for a.e.x


q
y


j (x + tei )− qyj (x)=
t∫


0


((
β̂j , ei


)
q
y


j


)
(x + sei)ds.


Therefore, for everyy ∈ Y0, one hasqyj ∈ W1,1
loc with Dxq


y


j (x)/q
y


j (x) = β̂j (x, y), whereDx
stands for the standard gradient onRd . The Riemannian volumeλ onM is given by a smooth
positive densityq with respect to Lebesgue measure on the coordinate neighborhoodU we deal
with. Henceqyj = qf yj . Therefore,


∇xf yj (x)/f yj (x)= βj (x, y).(6.7)
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Indeed,∂ei q
y
j = f yj ∂ei q + q∂ei f yj , so that


∂ei q


q
+ ∂ei f


y
j


f
y


j


= 〈βj , ei〉 + div ei.


Now (6.7) follows from the identity∂ei q/q = divei , which is readily verified by the integration
by parts formula:∫


ψdiv ei dλ=−
∫
〈∇ψ,ei〉dλ=−


∫
∂eiψ q dx


=
∫
ψ ∂ei q dx =


∫
ψ
∂ei q


q
dλ, ∀ψ ∈ C∞0 (U).


Recall thatϕj µy = µyj for ν-a.e. y, i.e., ϕj (x, y)f y(x) = f yj (x) for a.e. x. In addition,


∇xϕj = 0 µ-a.e. onAj , since the derivative of any differentiable functionF onRd vanishes
almost everywhere on the set{F = 1}. Now the claim follows, since the union of theAj ’s has
full µ-measure (hence(Rd × {y})∩ (⋃j Aj ) has fullµy -measure forν-a.e.y). 2


COROLLARY 6.3. – Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma6.2 are fulfilled. Then equality
(6.2) is valid for every functionψ ∈ L1(µ) such thatψ( · , y) ∈ W1,1


loc (λM) for ν-a.e. y and
|∇xψ|, ψ|β| ∈L1(µ).


Proof. –Forν-a.e.y, we have by the integration by parts formula∫
M


〈∇xψ,v〉dµy =−
∫
M


ψ
[
divv+ 〈β,v〉]dµy.


Integrating iny, we arrive at (6.2). 2
Remark6.4. – (i) It is clear from the above proof that the separation assumption (iii) onK


can be weakened; e.g., it would be enough to replace it by the following condition:
(iii) ′ there exists a measurable setΩ ⊂ X of full measure with respect to all shifts(µ)t


generated by the fieldsv as above such thatK separates the measures on the setΩ .
In particular, it is the case whenΩ has fullµ-measure and is mapped by the transformations


Uvt into itself.
(ii) In turn, the collection of fieldsv involved in the formulation may be considerably reduced.


For example, it suffices to have (6.2) for countably many fieldsvk ∈ Vec∞0 (M) such that for
every pointm ∈M one can find a local chartOm containingm and fieldsvm1, . . . , vmd that are
constant and linearly independent onOm. Obviously, in the caseM =Rd , it suffices to have (6.2)
for d linearly independent constant vectorsv. Next we observe that the requirementϕ ◦ψ ∈K
for all ψ ∈K andϕ ∈ C∞0 (R1) with ϕ(0)= 0 in condition (ii) can be replaced by the following
assumption:


there exist functionsψj ∈K such that the sets{ψj = 1} coverM × Y up to aµ-measure zero
set. Finally, ifK is a linear space and is stable under compositions withC∞0 -functions vanishing
at 0, then it is stable under multiplication, i.e.,K is an algebra.


Remark6.5. – (i) If µ is a Gibbs measure onMS specified by conditional densitiesfΛ ∈
W


1,1
loc on the fibersMΛ × {y}, y ∈MS\Λ such that∇ΛfΛ/fΛ is locally λMΛ -integrable, then


the previous lemma yields an “integration by parts characterization” ofµ, i.e., every probability
measureµ′ onMS that satisfies the analog of (6.2) with everyβΛ = ∇ΛfΛ/fΛ in place ofβ
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has the same conditional measures asµ. This is obvious from the fact that a probability measure
onM is uniquely determined by its logarithmic gradient if it is locallyλM -integrable (cf. [15]).


(ii) It is worth noting that one can always find a suitable classK that satisfies conditions (i)–(iii)
from the above lemma and (6.2). We shall deal with the version ofµy such that%y ∈W1,1


loc (λM)


for everyy ∈ Y . We take an increasing sequence of compact setsKj that coverM. Such sets can
be chosen with the property that, for every fixedt , v, andi, the setUvt (Ki) is contained in one
of theKj ’s, which is obviously possible. Then we consider the setsΩj,r ∈ Y , j, r ∈N, such that∫


Kj


∣∣∇xf y(x)∣∣λM(dx)6 r, ∀y ∈Ωj,r .
Then the setsΩj,r coverY . Now we take forK the class of all functions of the formf (x, y)=
θ(ψ1(x)ϕ1(y), . . . ,ψn(x)ϕn(y)), whereθ ∈ C∞0 (Rn), θ(0) = 0, ψi ∈ C∞0 (M) has support in
one of the setsKj , andϕi is a bounded measurable function onY with support in one of the
setsΩj,r . It is readily seen thatK satisfies conditions (i)–(iii) in the lemma. Equality (6.2) is
true, sincef (x, y)= 0 if y /∈Ωj,r and‖f ( · , y)|βy| ‖L1(µy) 6 rsup|θ | if y ∈Ωj,r . Taking into
account Remark 6.4(i), one could use the smaller class formed by the productsψi(x)ϕi(y) as
above, since it satisfies the aforementioned modification of conditions (i) and (ii).


COROLLARY 6.6. –Suppose thatK is a certain class of boundedB-measurable functions
on MS that satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma6.2 with respect to every representationMS =
Mi ×Mic and, in addition, that the second derivatives∇2


xi
ψ , ψ ∈K, are bounded. Letµ be a


Radon measure onMS having the logarithmic derivativesZi along thexi ’s with respect toK
such that〈Zi,∇iψ〉 ∈ L1(µ) for all ψ ∈ K and i ∈ S. ThenL∗Zµ = 0 with respect toK in the
sense of Definition4.1.


Proof. –It suffices to show that∫
1iψ dµ=−


∫
〈Zi,∇iψ〉dµ, ∀ψ ∈K, i ∈ S.(6.8)


For a fixedi ∈ S, in accordance with Lemma 6.2, we have by the integration by parts formula∫
Mi


1iψ
(
xi, x


c
i


)
µ
(
dxi|xci


)=−∫
Mi


〈Zi,∇iψ〉µ
(
dxi|xci


)
.


Integrating this relation inxci , we arrive at (6.8). 2
Example6.7. – Let qn > 0 be such that


∑
n∈S qn < ∞ and let µ ∈ P(MS) be such


that Ψ = ∑n∈S qn%
p
n < ∞ µ-a.e. for somep > 2. Suppose that the regular conditional


probabilitiesµ( · |xic) on Mi × {xic}, xic ∈ Mic , have continuously differentiable densities
xi 7→ expVi(xi, xic ) such that the mappingsx 7→ Zi(x)= ∇iVi(xi, xic ) are continuous onMS .
If %pi ∈ C2(Mi), thenL∗Zµ= 0 with respect to the classK of all functionsϕ with supports in the
sets{Ψ 6 r} and bounded derivatives∇iϕ, ∇2


i ϕ. In addition,K separates the Borel measures on
the set{Ψ <∞}.


Proof. –We only have to show thatK separates the Borel measures on{Ψ <∞}. This is
obvious, sinceK contains all functions of the formf θ(Ψ ), f ∈ FC∞0 , θ ∈ C∞0 (R1). Note that
we could employ the classK0 of functions


ϕ(x)= ζ (f1(xΛn)θ1
(
Ψ (x)


)
, . . . , fn(xΛn)θn


(
Ψ (x)


))
,
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whereθi ∈ C∞0 (R1), fi ∈ C∞0 (MΛn), ζ ∈ C∞0 (Rn), ζ(0) = 0. We remark thatK0 satisfies the
hypotheses of Lemma 6.2, so that this class can be used to derive the existence of conditional
densities. 2


PROPOSITION 6.8. – Suppose that in the situation of Proposition5.3, for all finite setsΛ⊂ S,
there exists continuously differentiable functionsUΛ onMΛ such that


ZΛ
(
xΛ× oΛc


)=∇ΛUΛ(xΛ).
Then there existsµ ∈ P(MS) such thatL with domainspanFC∞0 is symmetric onL2(µ), and
for everyf ∈FC∞0 and everyv ∈Vec1


b(M
i), one has∫


〈∇if, v〉dµ=−
∫
f 〈v,Zi〉dµ−


∫
f divi v dµ.(6.9)


Proof. –The claim follows by the proof of Proposition 5.3 applied to the probability measures
µn = cn expUΛn (see Remark 3.5(i)).2


Remark6.9. – Clearly, ifZi is continuous in the product topology ofMS , then it is τ -
continuous. It is easily seen that the continuity assumption onZi cannot be completely dropped.
However, in the situation of Proposition 5.3 or Proposition 6.8, in place of continuity ofZi , it
is sufficient to have continuous fieldŝZi such that|Zi − Ẑi |6 εiΨ with εi→ 0. This is readily
seen from the proof.


Example6.10. – Suppose that the fieldsZi are continuous onMS and that, for all finite sets
Λ⊂ S, there exist continuously differentiable functionsUΛ onMΛ such that


ZΛ
(
xΛ× oΛc


)=∇ΛUΛ(xΛ).
Let Vi(xi) = Gi(xi) = %i(xi)p , p > 1, and let q and A be as in Lemma 5.1. Assume
that (5.1) holds outside of cut(oi). Then there existsµ ∈ P(MS) such that the regular
conditional probabilitiesµ( · |xci ) are given by continuously differentiable densitiesf ( · |xci ) with
∇if (xi |xci )/f (xi|xci ) = Zi(x). In particular, if1i%i 6 c0(1+ %−1


i ), then it suffices to have the
estimate


%
p−1
i 〈∇i%i ,Zi〉6 ĉ− λ̂%pi + p−1


∑
j∈S


ai,j %
p
j ,


wherêc= c− 2c0p− p(p − 1), λ̂= p−1(λ+ ε)+ 2c0p+ p(p− 1).


Proof. –As observed above, the functions expUΛ are integrable onMΛ with respect to the
Riemannian volumes. Letµn be the probability measure onMΛn with the densitycn expUΛn .
This measure will be regarded as a measure onMΛn × {o}. By Lemma 5.1, the sequence of
probability measuresµn onMΛn × {o} has a weak limit pointµ that is concentrated on the set
Ω = {Ψ <∞}. Moreover, the sequence{µn} is uniformly tight with respect to the metric


dp(x, y)=
(∑


i


qi%i(xi, yi)
p


)1/p


,


hence we may assume thatµn→ µ weakly on(Ω,dp). Let us take forK the collection of all
bounded functionsψ onΩ such that: (i)ψ is continuous with respect the metricdp and hasdp-
bounded support, (ii) the functionsxi 7→ψ(. . . , xi, . . .) onMi are continuously differentiable in
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xi with bounded gradients. We observe thatK is a linear space and contains all functions of the
form ϕθ(Ψ ), whereϕ ∈ FC∞0 , θ ∈ C∞0 (R1). HenceK separates measures onΩ . In addition,
ψ(f ) ∈K wheneverψ ∈ C∞0 (R1), ψ(0)= 0,f ∈K. Finally, if v ∈ Vec∞0 (Mi) andf ∈K, then
the functionx 7→ f


(
x1, . . . ,U


v
t (xi), xi+1, . . .


)
belongs toK. Now, in order to apply Lemma 6.2,


it remains to verify that, for everyψ ∈K and every smooth compactly supported vector fieldv


onMi , one has ∫
〈∇iψ, v〉dµ=−


∫
ψ divv dµ−


∫
ψ〈Zi, v〉dµ.


This follows from the corresponding relations for theµn’s by the weak convergence of{µn} toµ
on(Ω,dp), since the functions〈∇iψ, v〉, ψdivv, ψ〈Zi, v〉 aredp-continuous and bounded (note
thatZi is bounded ondp-bounded sets by their compactness inMS ). 2


We observe that the above example enables one to construct measures with given conditional
distributions onMi × {yi}, yi = (yj )j 6=i ∈ Mic , provided that these distributions have
continuously differentiable densitiesxi 7→ ci expUi(xi, yi), where the fieldsZi = ∇iUi satisfy
the corresponding assumptions. For example, if theMi ’s have Ricci curvatures bounded
below and theoi ’s are poles, then it suffices thatUi(xi, yi) = −%i(xi)p + wi(xi, yi), where
|∇iwi(xi, yi)|6 c+∑j ai,j %j (yj )


p−1, where we setyi = xi .


Remark6.11. – The idea of constructing measures on an infinite-dimensional spaceX with
a given logarithmic gradientβ as invariant measures of a diffusion process with driftβ/2 goes
back to S. Albeverio and R. Høegh-Krohn [2], who introduced the concept of vector logarithmic
gradient. Lyapunov functions technique has been applied for this purpose in [37,38] and in a
more general setting in [15]. Concerning applications of Lyapunov functions in the case where
there exists a diffusion process with generatorL, see [25,39,40], and the references therein. The
approach initiated in [37,38] has been recently developed in [3] and [4] in order to cover a broad
class of Gibbs measures. The above results in the flat case yield extensions of the analogous
results from [3] and [4]. For further extensions in the linear case, see [17].


In the next section we shall consider Gibbs measures in the finite range case.


7. Finite range vector fields


Let S = Zm and letMS = ∏i∈S Mi , where theMi ’s are Riemannian manifolds which
satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 2.3, hence as shown in the proof of Corollary 2.3 they
also satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.2. Suppose that we are given a familyZ = (Zi)i∈S
of Borel vector fieldsZi onMS such thatZi(x) ∈ TxiMi , i ∈ S. We shall say thatZ is of finite
rangeR if, for every i ∈ S, Zi depends only on the coordinatesxj with j ∈ i + Λ1, where
Λk = {s = (s1, . . . , sm) ∈ Zm: |sj |6 kR}.


Given a measureν on a manifoldM, we define the divergence of aν-measurable vector field
Z onM with |Z| ∈ L1


loc(ν) as a function divνZ ∈L1
loc(ν) such that


∫
M


〈Z,∇f 〉dν =−
∫
M


f divνZ dν, ∀f ∈C∞0 (M),(7.1)
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if such a function exists. It is easily seen that ifν = pdλM , wherep ∈ W1,1
loc (λM) andZ is


continuously differentiable, then


divνZ = divZ+
〈
Z,
∇p
p


〉
,


where divZ is the usual divergence with respect to the Riemannian volume (i.e., the trace of the
derivative). In this case, we also have divλMZ = divZ. We shall denote divλMZ by divZ even if
the latter exists only in the sense of (7.1).


By analogy, one can define a divergence of a vector field on an infinite-dimensional manifold
with a measure. For example, ifλMi (Mi) = 1 andλS is the corresponding product-measure
on MS , then we shall say that aλS -measurable vector fieldZi with Zi(x) ∈ TMi (xi) and
|Zi| ∈ L1(λS) has a divergence divZi (which can be denoted also by diviZi ) with respect to
λS if div Zi ∈L1(λS) is a function onMS such that∫


MS


〈∇iϕ,Zi〉dλS =−
∫
MS


ϕ divZi dλS, ∀ϕ ∈FC∞0 .


The divergence of a vector fieldZ = (Zi)i∈S can be defined as
∑
i∈S divZi provided that the


divergences divZi exist and the series converges to a function fromL1(µ) in a suitable sense,
e.g., inL1(µ) or with respect to the duality with the linear span ofFC∞0 . We shall only use the
divergence of componentsZi .


LEMMA 7.1. – (i)Let µ ∈ P(MS) andL∗Zµ = 0 with respect toFC∞0 , whereZ = (Zi)i∈S
is of finite rangeR and |Zi | ∈ L2(µ). Let k ∈ N and suppose thatνk ∈ P(MΛk) is such that
νk = exp(Wk)λΛk andµΛk = fk νk , whereWk ∈W1,1


loc (λΛk ),
√
fk ∈H 2,1(νk). Assume that(4.5)


holds forH 2,1(νk). Letβνki =∇iWk ∈L2
loc(νk)∩L2(µΛk), i ∈Λk . Then∫


MΛk


|∇fk|2
fk


dνk =
∑


i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛk


〈
Zi − βνki ,∇ifk


〉
dνk


(7.2)


+
∑


i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MS


〈
Zi − βνki ,


∇ifk
fk


〉
dµ.


(ii) Assume, in addition, that there existsνk+1 ∈ P(MΛk+1) such thatνk is the projection of
νk+1 ontoMΛk ,µΛk+1 = fk+1 νk+1,


√
fk+1 ∈H 2,1(νk+1), β


νk+1
i exists andβνk+1


i ∈L2
loc(νk+1)∩


L2(µΛk+1) for everyi ∈Λk. Assume(4.5) also holds forH 2,1(νk+1). Then∑
i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛk


|∇ifk|2
fk


dνk =
∑
i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛk


〈
Zi − βνki ,∇ifk


〉
dνk


(7.3)


−
∑


i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


〈∇ifk
fk


,
∇ifk+1


fk+1
+ βνk+1


i −Zi
〉


dµΛk+1.


Proof. –(i) First note that since (4.5) holds we have∫ |∇ifk |2
f 2
k


dµk = 4
∫ |∇i√fk |2


fk
dµk = 4


∫ ∣∣∇i√fk∣∣2 dνk <∞
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and since|βνki |, |Zi| ∈ L2(µ), both integrals on the right-hand side of (7.2) exist. Letϕ ∈
C∞0 (MΛk ). Then ∫


MΛk


1Λkϕ fk dνk +
∑
i∈Λk


∫
MS


〈Zi,∇iϕ〉dµ= 0.


Approximatingfk by (n ∧√fk)2 ∈H 2,1(νk), n ∈ N, allows to integrate by parts, so using that
Zi , i ∈Λk−1, depends only onxΛk , we obtain again using (4.5)∫
MΛk


〈∇ϕ,∇fk〉dνk =−
∑
i∈Λk


∫
MΛk


〈
β
νk
i ,∇iϕ


〉
fk dνk +


∑
i∈Λk


∫
MS


〈
Zi,∇iϕ


〉
dµ


=
∑


i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛk


〈
Zi − βνki ,∇iϕ


〉
fk dνk +


∑
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MS


〈
Zi − βνki ,∇iϕ


〉
dµ.(7.4)


The desired equality follows if we put∇iϕ = ∇ifk/fk , but this requires some justification. We
observe that ∫


MS


〈Zi,∇iϕ〉dµ=
∫


MΛk


〈Ei,∇iϕ〉fk dνk,


whereEi is the conditional expectation ofZi with respect toµ and theσ -field generated byxj ,
j ∈ Λk . Thus,|Ei | ∈ L2(µΛk). Since|βνki |, |Zi |, |∇fk/fk| ∈ L2(µΛk), it suffices to show that
there exists a sequence of functionsϕi ∈ C∞0 (MΛk) such that|∇ϕi −∇fk/fk|→ 0 in L2(µΛk),
i.e., ∇fk/fk ∈ Γ (µΛk). We haveµΛk = pλΛk , wherep = fk expWk and


√
p ∈ H 2,1(λΛk ).


Hence
∇fk
fk
= ∇p


p
−∇Wk.


It remains to note that∇Wk ∈ Γ (µΛk) by Lemma 2.1 and∇p/p ∈ Γ (µk) by Theorem 2.2
(which applies by our assumptions stated at the beginning of this section).


Equality (7.3) is proved in a similar manner taking into account that for everyi ∈Λk\Λk−1,
one has∫


MS


[
1iϕ + 〈Zi,∇iϕ〉


]
dµ=


∫
MΛk+1


[
1iϕ + 〈Zi,∇iϕ〉


]
fk+1 dνk+1


=
∫


MΛk+1


[−〈∇iϕ,∇ifk+1〉 +
〈∇iϕ,Zi − βνk+1


i


〉
fk+1


]
dνk+1.


With the above justification, one can replace∇iϕ by∇ifk/fk . 2
LEMMA 7.2. – (i)Letµk+1 ∈ P(MΛk+1) have the logarithmic derivativeβ


µk+1
i alongxi for


somei ∈Λk and let|βµk+1
i | ∈L2(µk+1). Letµk be the projection ofµk+1 toMΛk . Thenµk has


the logarithmic derivativeβµki alongxi and∫
MΛk


∣∣βµki ∣∣2 dµk 6
∫


MΛk+1


∣∣βµk+1
i


∣∣2 dµk+1.(7.5)


(ii) Let, in addition,νk+1 ∈ P(MΛk+1) be such thatµk+1= fk+1νk+1 andµk = fk νk , where√
fk ∈H 2,1(νk),


√
fk+1 ∈H 2,1(νk+1). Assume that bothH 2,1(νk) andH 2,1(νk+1) satisfy(4.5).
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Then, for everyi ∈Λk such thatβνk+1
i ∈ L2


loc(νk) exists and depends only on the variablesxj ,
j ∈Λk , one has ∫


MΛk


|∇ifk|2
fk


dνk 6
∫


MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
fk+1


dνk+1.(7.6)


Proof. –It is easily verified that the conditional expectation ofβµk+1
i with respect to the


measureµk+1 and theσ -field σk generated by the variablesxj , j ∈Λk , serves asβµki . Hence
we obtain (7.5). In order to prove (7.6), let us note that as shown in the proof of Lemma 7.1 both
integrals exist and thatβνki = βνk+1


i sinceβνk+1
i only depends on the variablesxj , j ∈Λk. The


left-hand side in (7.6) is equal to the square of the norm of|∇ifk/fk | in L2(µk), hence coincides
with the supremum of ( ∫


MΛk


〈∇ifk
fk


, v


〉
dµk


)2


over all v ∈ Vec∞0 (MΛk) such thatv(x) ∈ TxiMi and‖ |v| ‖L2(µk)
6 1. Given such a field, we


have


divνk+1v = divv+ 〈v,βνk+1
i


〉= divv+ 〈v,βνki 〉= divνk v.


Therefore, by (7.1) and the hypotheses thatβ
νk+1
i ∈ L2


loc(νk),
√
fk ∈ H 2,1(νk) and


√
fk+1 ∈


H 2,1(νk+1), one obtains, by approximatingfk by (n ∧√fk)2 ∈ H 2,1(νk), n ∈ N, and the same
for fk+1, that∫


MΛk


〈∇ifk, v〉dνk =−
∫


MΛk


fkdivνkv dνk


=−
∫


MΛk+1


fk+1divνkv dνk+1=
∫


MΛk+1


〈∇ifk+1, v〉dνk+1


6
( ∫
MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
f 2
k+1


dµk+1


)1/2( ∫
MΛk+1


|v|2 dµk+1


)1/2


6
( ∫
MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
f 2
k+1


dµk+1


)1/2


.


This completes the proof.2
We assume in the next theorem thatMi =M = T1 is a circle of unit length,λ is (normalized)


Lebesgue measure onM. It is well-known that one has the following log-Sobolev inequality∫
MΛk


u2 logudλk 6
∫


MΛk


|∇u|2 dλk, u ∈H 2,1(λk), ‖u‖L2(λk)
= 1.(7.7)


Next, we shall employ the following lemma analogous to Ramirez’s inequality in [42,
Lemma 5].
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LEMMA 7.3. –LetM = T1 and letu ∈H 2,1(λ) be nonnegative and continuous. Ifψ ∈L2(λ)


and
√
u ∈H 2,1(λ), then∫


M


ψudλ6
∫
M


ψ2udλ+ 1


4


∫
M


|∇u|2
u


dλ+ (minu)
∫
M


ψ dλ.(7.8)


Proof. –Let c=minu. Then∫
M


ψudλ=
∫
M


ψ(u− c)dλ+ c
∫
M


ψ dλ


6
(∫
M


ψ2
∣∣√u+√c∣∣2 dλ


∫
M


∣∣√u−√c∣∣2 dλ


)1/2


+ c
∫
M


ψ dλ


6
∫
M


ψ2udλ+max
∣∣√u−√c∣∣2+ c∫


M


ψ dλ.


It remains to note that|√u−√c| is majorized by the integral of|∇√u| and apply the Cauchy
inequality. 2


THEOREM 7.4. – Let λS be the product measure onMS , whereM = T1. Suppose that
µ ∈ P(MS) satisfies the equationL∗Zµ = 0 with respect toFC∞0 , whereZ is of finite range
R andsupi |Zi |6 κ <∞. Assume also thatdivZi ∈L∞(λS), i ∈ S, exist and


η :=
∑
i∈S
‖divZi‖∞ <∞, where‖divZi‖∞ := sup


MS


|divZi |.


Thenµ= f 2 dλS with f ∈H 2,1(λS) and
∫
MS |∇f |2 dλS 6 η/4.


Proof. –We setµk := µΛk and λk := λΛk for simplicity. We know by Theorem 4.2 that
µk = fk λk andfk ∈H 2,1(λk) has a continuous strictly positive version. Moreover,∫


MΛk


|∇fk |2
f 2
k


dµk 6
∫


MΛk


∣∣ZµΛk ∣∣2 dµk 6 κ2cardΛk 6 κ2Rm(2k+ 1)m.(7.9)


For fixedxΛk+1\{i} andi ∈Λk \Λk−1, we shall apply (7.8) to the functions


u(xi)= fk+1(xΛk+1\{i} × xi), ψ(xi)=
〈
Zi,
∇ifk
fk


〉
(xΛk+1\{i} × xi).


We have ∫
M


ψ(xi) λ(dxi)=−
∫
M


divZi logfk λ(dxi)6 ‖divZi‖∞
∫
M


| logfk|λ(dxi).


Sincefk =
∫
MΛk+1\Λk fk+1 dλΛk+1\Λk , we have∫


MΛk+1\Λk


min
xi
fk+1 dλΛk+1\Λk


∫
M


| logfk |λ(dxi)
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6
∫
M


(
min
xi
fk


)
| logfk |λ(dxi)6 1+


∫
M


(fk logfk)λ(dxi).


By (7.8), (7.7) we obtain∫
MΛk+1


〈
Zi,
∇ifk
fk


〉
fk+1 dλk+1


6 κ2
∫


MΛk+1


|∇ifk|2
f 2
k


fk+1 dλk+1(7.10)


+ 1


4


∫
MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
fk+1


dλk+1+ ‖divZi‖∞
(


1+ 1


2


∫
MΛk


|∇fk|2
fk


dλk


)
.


By Lemma 7.2, for anyi ∈Λk , one has∫
MΛk+1


|∇ifk|2
f 2
k


fk+1 dλk+1=
∫


MΛk


|∇ifk|2
f 2
k


fk dλk 6
∫


MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
f 2
k+1


fk+1 dλk+1.(7.11)


Let εk :=∑i /∈Λk−1
‖divZi‖∞, which goes to 0 ask→∞. Then, by (7.10) and (7.11) we obtain∑


i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


〈
Zi,
∇ifk
fk


〉
fk+1 dλk+1


6
(
κ2+ 1


4


) ∑
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
fk+1


dλk+1+ εk + εk
2


∫
MΛk


|∇fk|2
fk


dλk.


Combining this with (7.2) and realizing thatβνki = 0 (sinceνk = λk) and that


∑
i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛ
k


〈Zi,∇ifk〉dλk =
∑


i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛk


(divZi)fk dλk 6 η
∫


MΛk


fk dλk = η,


we obtain ∫
MΛk


|∇fk|2
fk


dλk 6
η+ εk
1− εk +


κ2+ 1/4


1− εk
∑


i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
fk+1


dλk+1(7.12)


for all k such thatεk < 1. Therefore, lettingΛ0 := ∅ and


Tk :=
∑


i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
fk+1


dλk+1, k ∈N,(7.13)


we obtain by (7.11) and (7.12) that


k−1∑
j=1


Tj 6
k−1∑
j=1


∑
i∈Λj \Λj−1


∫
MΛk


|∇ifk |2
fk


dλk 6
η+ εk
1− εk +


κ2+ 1/4


1− εk Tk
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for all k with εk < 1. Let us show that
∑k
j=1Tj 6 η for all k. Otherwise, we have


∑k0
j=1Tj >


(1+ ε)(η+ εk0)/(1− εk0) for somek0> 1 andε > 0. Then there existsc > 0 such that


k−1∑
j=1


Tj 6
Tk


c
, ∀k > k0.


This implies


k∑
j=1


Tj > (1+ c)
k−1∑
j=1


Tj > · · ·> (1+ c)k−k0


k0∑
j=1


Tj


for all k > k0, which is impossible by (7.9). Thus, we haveTk → 0 ask→∞. Noting that∫
MΛk


|∇fk |2
fk


dλk is nondecreasing ink according to (7.11), we obtain form (7.12) that


sup
k


∫
MS


|∇fk|2
fk


dλS = lim
k→∞


∫
MS


|∇fk|2
fk


dλS 6 η <∞.


As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, this yields that the sequence{√fk} converges weakly in
H 2,1(λS) to somef ∈H 2,1(λS) and thatµ= f 2λS . In addition,


∫
MS |∇f |2 dλS 6 η/4. 2


Remark7.5. – The proof of Theorem 7.4 enables us to generalize [42, Theorem 4]. Namely,
suppose thatZ is of finite range with divZi = 0 for all i ∈ S. If µ is a probability measure onMS


such that supi ‖Zi‖∞ <∞ andL∗Zµ = 0 with respect to the classFC∞0 , thenµ = λS (simply
note that in this caseη= 0). Unlike [42, Theorem 4], no smoothness ofZi is required.


Now we shall consider a more general situation whenMi are complete Riemannian manifolds
and Lebesgue product measure is replaced by some probability measureν onMS . In the rest of
this section we shall refer to the following assumptions.


(A1) For everyi, Mi is a complete Riemannian manifold of finite dimension satisfying the
hypotheses of Corollary 2.3.


(A2) The projectionνk of ν toMΛk , whereΛk is the same as above, satisfies condition (4.5),
has a density exp(Wk)with respect to the Riemannian volume such thatWk ∈W1,1


loc (λΛk )


and |∇iWk | ∈ L2
loc(νk). Setβνk = (βνki )i∈Λk , βνki = ∇iWk , where we fix some Borel


versions.
(A3) H 2,1(ν) is well-defined (i.e., the linear span ofFC∞0 with norm‖ · ‖H2,1(ν) is closable


onL2(ν)) and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (4.4) holds forν.


THEOREM 7.6. – Let ν ∈ P(MS) be such that(A1), (A2), (A3) are fulfilled. Letµ ∈ P(MS)


satisfyL∗Zµ = 0 with respect toFC∞0 , whereZ = (Zi)i∈S is of finite rangeR, |Zi | ∈ L2(µ),
|βνki | ∈ L2(µ), i ∈Λk , and let


κ2 :=
∑


i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MS


∣∣Zi − βνki ∣∣2 dµ<∞.(7.14)


Suppose that, for alli ∈Λk−1, one has|Zi| ∈ L2
loc(νk) and thatdivνk (βνki −Zi) exists and


J := sup
k


∫
MS


∣∣∣∣ ∑
i∈Λk−1


divνk
(
β
νk
i −Zi


)∣∣∣∣dµ<∞.(7.15)
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Thenµ= f 2ν, wheref ∈H 2,1(ν).


Proof. –Let µk := µΛk andfk := dµk/dνk. By the same reasoning as in Theorem 4.3, we
have thatfk exists and that


√
fk ∈H 2,1(νk). LetVi :=Zi − βνki , i ∈Λk−1. We shall show that


∑
i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛk


〈Vi,∇ifk〉dνk =−
∫


MΛk


∑
i∈Λk−1


divνkVi fk dνk 6 J.(7.16)


By (7.15), it is enough to justify the integration by parts in the equality on the left in (7.16). We
shall do this for any nonnegativefk such that


√
fk ∈H 2,1(νk) and|Vi |2fk and


∑
i∈Λk−1


divνkVi fk
are inL1(νk) (here we do not use thatfk is related toµk). Then it suffices to prove (7.16)
for boundedfk passing to the functions min(f 1/2


k , n)2 and lettingn→∞ (note that|Vi |√fk ,
|∇fk|/√fk ∈ L2(νk) due to our assumptions). Moreover, we may assume thatfk has compact
support by passing to functionsζjfk , whereζj ∈ C∞0 (MΛk) are nonnegative uniformly bounded
functions with uniformly bounded gradients andζj = 1 on B(o, j). There exists a sequence
{ψj } ⊂ C∞0 (MΛk) of nonnegative uniformly bounded functions with supports in a compact set
K such thatψj →√fk in H 2,1(νk) andψj →√fk νk-a.e. Since the desired integration by
parts formula holds forψ2


j in place offk , it remains to note that|√fkVi − ψjVi | + |2∇ψj −
∇fk


/√
fk |→ 0 in L2(νk) due to our assumptions|βνki |, |Zi | ∈ L2


loc(νk), so that|Vi | ∈ L2
loc(νk).


Thus, (7.16) is established.
By Lemma 7.1 we obtain∫


MΛk


|∇fk|2
f 2
k


fk dνk


=
∑
i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛk


〈
Zi − βνki ,∇ifk


〉
dνk +


∑
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


〈
Zi − βνki ,


∇ifk
fk


〉
fk+1 dνk+1


(7.17)


6 J + 1


2


∑
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


[∣∣Zi − βνki ∣∣2+ |∇ifk |2
f 2
k


]
fk+1 dνk+1


6 J + 1


2
κ2+ 1


2


∑
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk


|∇ifk|2
fk


dνk.


Hence‖|∇fk |/√fk‖L2(νk)
≤ 2J + κ2. By the same reasoning as in Theorem 4.3 we obtain that


the sequence
√
fk converges weakly inH 2,1(ν) to some functionf . The logarithmic Sobolev


inequality yields thatµ= f 2ν (cf. the end of the proof of Theorem 4.3).2
We observe that in the case of the one-dimensional lattice (S = Z) condition (7.14) is


equivalent to the condition supi
∫
MZ |Zi − βνki |2 dµ <∞. We also note that, as one can notice


from (7.17), it is enough to replaceZi in (7.14) by the conditional expectationEµΛkZi of Zi with
respect toµ and theσ -field generated byxΛk . Clearly, (7.15) is fulfilled ifβνi = Zi , since then
Zi = βνki for all i ∈Λk−1.


COROLLARY 7.7. –Assume that in the situation of Theorem7.6 one hasZi = βνi = βµi for
some Borel versions. Thenµ= ν.


Proof. –By Theorem 7.6,µ= f 2ν, wheref ∈H 2,1(ν). It is readily seen thatβµi = 2∇if/f +
βνi . Hence∇if = 0 ν-a.e. since it holdsµ-a.e. but also holdsν-a.e. on the set{f = 0}. Then by
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the logarithmic Sobolev inequality we have
∫
f 2 logf dν 6 0, which yields thatf = 1 (see, e.g.,


[10, Lemma 1.7.7]). 2
We shall now see that, even without the assumption about the log-Sobolev inequality every


solution of the elliptic equation with a symmetric solution is also symmetric provided it satisfies
condition (7.18) below. This means, in particular, that every invariant measure satisfying (7.18)
is Gibbsian provided that there is a Gibbsian invariant measure. This result extends well-known
results by Holley and Stroock [35] and Fritz [28,29]. Some ideas of the above cited papers are
used below.


THEOREM 7.8. – Let ν ∈ P(MS) be such that(A1) and (A2) are fulfilled and that it has
logarithmic derivativesβνi with respect toFC∞0 along xi for all i ∈ S. SetZi := βνi , where
we fix some Borel version. Assume thatZ := (Zi)i∈S is of finite rangeR. Let µ ∈ P(MS) be
such thatL∗Zµ= 0 with respect toFC∞0 , where|Zi | ∈ L2(µ). LettingEµΛkZi be the conditional
expectation ofZi with respect to theσ -field generated byxΛk and the measureµ, assume that
for somec > 0


∫
MS


∑
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∣∣EµΛkZi − βνki ∣∣2 dµ6 ck, ∀k ∈N,(7.18)


whereβνki are fixed Borel versions. Thenβµi exists and coincides withZi for everyi ∈ S. In
particular,µ is Gibbsian.


Proof. –Letµk :=µΛk andfk := dµk/dνk where as aboveνk := νΛk . By the same reasoning
as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we obtain thatfk exists and that


√
fk ∈ H 2,1(νk). Due to


the equalityZi = βνi and the finite range assumption, we haveβνki = Zi wheneveri ∈ Λk−1.
Therefore, we obtain by (7.3):


∑
i∈Λk−1


∫
MΛk


|∇ifk |2
fk


dνk


=−
∑


i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


〈∇ifk
fk


,
∇ifk+1


fk+1


〉
dµk+1(7.19)


6
( ∑
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk


|∇ifk|2
f 2
k


dµk


)1/2( ∑
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MΛk+1


|∇ifk+1|2
f 2
k+1


dµk+1


)1/2


.


We observe that the first factor on the right in (7.19) is majorized by
√
ck. Indeed, by (7.2), (7.18)


and the equalityβνki =Zi for everyi ∈Λk−1, we have∫
MΛk


|∇fk|2
f 2
k


dµk =
∑


i∈Λk\Λk−1


∫
MS


〈
EµΛkZi − βνki ,


∇ifk
fk


〉
dµ


6
√
ck


( ∫
MΛk


|∇fk|2
f 2
k


dµk


)1/2


.
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This implies‖|∇fk |/fk‖L2(µk)
6
√
ck. Let Tk be defined by (7.13) withνk+1 in place ofλk+1.


Then we obtain by (7.19) and (7.6) that


k−1∑
j=1


Tj 6
√
ckTk.


This yields thatTk = 0 for all k. Indeed, letg be the function on[1,+∞) which equals
Tj on [j, j + 1). By the above inequality and the estimateTk 6


√
2ckTk, which follows


from the estimateTk 6 ‖|∇fk+1|/fk+1‖2L2(µk+1)
6 c(k + 1) 6 2ck, we obtain that the function


G(t)= ∫ t1 g(s)ds satisfies the inequality
√
c1tG′(t)>G(t) for somec1> c. It remains to note


that any positive solution of the inequalityG2(t)6 c1tG
′(t) explodes in finite time which leads


to a contradiction. Hence (7.19) implies∇i√fk = 0 νk-a.e. for alli ∈Λk−1. Since (4.5) holds
for H 2,1(νk), this implies thatfk only depends onxΛk\Λk−1. Thereforeβµki = βνki µk-a.e. for all
i ∈Λk−1. SinceZi = βνki νk-a.e. for alli ∈Λk−1, it follows directly from Definition 6.1 thatβµi
exists andβµi =Z. 2


We observe that condition (7.18) is fulfilled if


Zi(x)=Z(1)i (xΛk )+Z(2)i (x), i ∈Λk,(7.20)


where


sup
i∈Λk\Λk−1


∣∣Z(2)i (x)
∣∣6 c′k2−m, ∀k > 1,


for somec′ > 0. Indeed, in this case, we have


EνΛkZi =Z(1)i +EνΛkZ(2)i = EµΛkZi +EνΛkZ(2)i −E
µ
Λk
Z
(2)
i , µk-a.e.


We observe that ifµ satisfiesL∗Zµ = 0 and |Zi | ∈ L2(µ) for i ∈ S, thenµk is absolutely
continuous with respect toνk .


For example, (7.18) is fulfilled ifm6 2 and one has (7.20) with supi |Z(2)i |<∞. Clearly, this
is the case ifm6 2 and theZi ’s are uniformly bounded. Thus, in the case of the two-dimensional
lattice, the above theorem gives broad sufficient conditions for the reversibility of every stationary
measure of the stochastic system associated with a Gibbs measure. A detailed discussion of such
applications and of the relation to [28,29] and [35] will be addressed in a forthcoming paper.
Certain a priori estimates which can be used for the verification of (7.18) are discussed in the
next section.


It should be also noted that the technical condition (4.5) is ensured by the existence of
continuous strictly positive densities of the measuresνk , which, in turn, follows, by [14,
Proposition 2.18], from the following condition: exp(εi|Zi |) ∈ L1(ν) for someεi > 0.


Finally, let us note that analogous results are valid for more general elliptic equations which
involve non-constant diffusion coefficientsai which depend onxj with j ∈Λi .


8. Estimates of solutions in infinite dimensions


In this section, we establish some a priori estimates for arbitrary probability measures solving
the elliptic equations considered in the previous sections. In particular, we show the integrability
of Ψ with respect to every probability measure satisfying the corresponding elliptic equation
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and not only with respect to the above constructed solutionµ (the interest in such estimates
is due to possible non-uniqueness of solutions in the class of all probability measures). The
basic idea behind such a priori estimates is simple and well known: given a positive numberc


and a positive functionΨ such thatLZΦ 6 c − Ψ for a suitable functionΦ, one obtains the
estimate


∫
Ψ dµ6 c provided thatL∗Zµ= 0. The subsequent results give a justification of this


formal procedure. In this section, we fix a collectionZ = (Zi)i∈S of Borel maps onMS such that
Zi(x) ∈ TxiMi.


LEMMA 8.1. – Let µ ∈ P(MS) satisfy equationL∗Zµ = 0 with respect to some classK (cf.
Definition 4.1). Suppose thatV is a nonnegativeµ-a.e. finite Borel function onMS such that
∇iV , 1iV exist for all i ∈ S and such thatϕ ◦ V ∈ K for everyϕ ∈ C∞0 (R1). Let Θ be a
nonnegative Borel function onMS that isµ-integrable on the sets{V 6 c}, c ∈ [0,∞) (e.g.,
let Θ = χ ◦ V , whereχ is a nonnegative locally bounded Borel function onR1). Assume, in
addition, thatLZV 6 C −Θ µ-a.e. in the following sense: there existµ-measurable functions
λi such that the series


∑
i∈S λi converges inL1(µ) on the sets{V 6 c}, c ∈ [0,∞), and one has


LiV 6 λi µ-a.e. and
∑
i∈S


λi(x)6C −Θ(x) µ-a.e.


Then ∫
MS


Θ dµ6C.(8.1)


Proof. –Certainly, (8.1) follows trivially by integrating the estimateLZV 6 C − Θ and
making use of the equality


∫
LZV dµ = 0. However, due to the above interpretation of both


relations, some justification is needed. By our hypothesis, we have (4.3) withψ = ϕ ◦ V for
everyϕ ∈ C∞0 (R1). Then the same is true for everyϕ ∈ C∞(R1) such thatϕ = const outside
some interval, sinceϕ− const∈ C∞0 (R1) and (4.3) is trivially true forψ = const. Now let us fix
an even functionζ ∈ C∞(R1) such thatζ(t)= t if |t|6 1, ζ(t)= 2 if t > 3, 06 ζ ′(t)6 1, and
ζ ′′(t)6 0 if t > 0. Setζj (t)= jζ(t/j) if t > 0 andζj (t)= ζj (−t) if t 6 0. Clearly, 06 ζ ′j (t)6 1
andζ ′′j (t)6 0 if t > 0. In addition,ζj (t)= t if t ∈ [0, j ] andζj (t)= 2 if t > 2j . Hence, (4.3) is
satisfied forψ = ζj ◦ V . We observe that


Li(ζj ◦ V )= ζ ′j ◦ V LiV + ζ ′′j ◦ V |∇iV |26 ζ ′j ◦ V LiV 6 (ζ ′j ◦ V )λi .


By (4.3), the convergence of the series
∑
i∈S(ζ ′j ◦ V )λi in L1(µ), and the hypothesis


∑
i∈S λi 6


C −Θ, we arrive at the estimate∫
MS


(ζ ′j ◦ V )Θ dµ6C
∫
MS


ζ ′j ◦ V dµ6C,


whence the desired estimate follows by Fatou’s lemma, since one hasζ ′j ◦V > 0 and limj→∞ ζ ′j ◦
V → 1 µ-a.e. 2


Remark8.2. – Suppose that the functionsλi in the above lemma can be written asλi =
ui −wi , whereui andwi are nonnegative functionsµ-integrable on the sets{V 6 r}. Then the
convergence of the series


∑
i∈S λi in L1(µ) on the sets{V 6 r} is equivalent to the integrability


of the series
∑
i∈S ui on the sets{V 6 r}. Indeed, letζr be the function introduced in the proof
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of Lemma 8.1. Then, as we have seen,


Li(ζr ◦ V )6 (ζ ′r ◦ V )λi = (ζ ′r ◦ V )ui − (ζ ′r ◦ V )wi.


Since the sum of the integrals ofLi(ζr ◦ V ) is zero, it follows that∑
i∈S


∫
V6r


wi dµ6
∑
i∈S


∫
MS


(ζ ′r ◦ V )wi dµ6
∑
i∈S


∫
MS


(ζ ′r ◦ V )ui dµ6
∑
i∈S


∫
V63r


ui dµ<∞,


since 06 ζ ′r 6 1, ζ ′r ◦ V = 1 on{V 6 r}, andζ ′r ◦ V = 0 outside{V 6 3r} .


THEOREM 8.3. – Suppose that in the situation of Proposition5.2, µ ∈ P(MS) satisfies
L∗Zµ = 0 with respect to the classK such thatϕ ◦ V ∈ K for every ϕ ∈ C∞0 (R1), where
V =∑i∈S qiVi is finiteµ-a.e. Assume also thatGi 6 Vi . Then∫ ∑


i∈S
qiGi dµ6


c


δ


∑
j∈S


qj .(8.2)


Moreover, ∫
Gi dµ6


c


δ
, ∀i ∈ S.(8.3)


Proof. –We may assume that
∑
i qi = 1. Let


λi = c− (λ+ δ)Gi +
∑
j


ai,jGj .


Clearly,LiV 6 qiλi and
∑
i qiλi 6 c− δΨ . It is readily seen that the seriesqic+ qi∑j ai,jGj


converges inL1(µ) on every setMr = {V 6 r}. Indeed, for everyx ∈Mr , one has{Gj(x)} ∈
l1(q) due to the estimateGi 6 Vi , hence


∑
i (qi


∑
j ai,jGj (x))6 λ


∑
j qjGj (x)6 λr. Estimate


(8.3) follows in the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.2
In the Gibbsian case, a priori estimates follow trivially from the finite-dimensional case.


PROPOSITION 8.4. – Let µ ∈ P(MS) be such that the conditional probabilitiesµ( · |xic)
onMi × {xic}, xic ∈Mic , have continuously differentiable densitiesxi 7→ expVi(xi, xic ) such
that the mappingsx 7→ Zi(x) = ∇iVi(xi, xic ) are continuous onMS . Let ‖A‖l1(q) 6 λ and∑
j∈S ai,j 6 λ for all i ∈ S. Assume that, for eachi ∈ S, there exist nonnegative functions


Gi ∈ C(Mn) and nonnegative compact functionsVi ∈ C2(Mi) such that, for somec, δ > 0,
one has


1iVi(xi)+
〈∇iVi(xi),Zi(x)〉6 c− (λ+ δ)Gi(xi)+∑


j∈S
ai,jGj (xj ).


Suppose thatΦ =∑i∈S qiVi <∞ µ-a.e. and thatGi 6 Vi . Then∫
Gi dµ6


c


δ
, ∀i ∈ S.


Moreover, the same is true ifVi = Fi ◦ %i , whereFi ∈ C2[0,∞) is such thatlimr→∞Fi(r)=∞
and(5.1)holds for allx = (xi)i∈S with xi /∈ cut(oi), ∀i ∈ S.
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Proof. –Let ζj be the same as in the proof of Lemma 8.1. Letνi be the projection ofµ to
Mic . We know that, forνi -a.e.xic , the regular conditional probabilityµ( · |xic) onMi × {xic},
xic ∈Mic , has the logarithmic gradientxi 7→ Zi(xi, xic ), hence satisfies the elliptic equation
L∗i µ( · |xic)= 0 with respect toC∞0 (Mi). Note that


Li(ζj ◦Φ)= qiζ ′j ◦ΦLiVi + ζ ′′j ◦Φ|∇iVi |26 qiζ ′j ◦Φ
(
c− (λ+ δ)Gi +


∑
j∈S


ai,jGj


)
.


According to Proposition 3.2, we obtain∫
Mi


(
qicζ


′
j ◦Φ − qi(λ+ δ)Giζ ′j ◦Φ + qiζ ′j ◦Φ


∑
j∈S


ai,jGj


)
µ(dxi|xic )> 0.


Integrating this inequality with respect toνi and summing overi ∈ S, we arrive at the estimate∫
MS


(λ+ δ)ζ ′j ◦Φ
∑
i∈S


qiGi dµ6 c
∑
i∈S


qi +
∫
MS


ζ ′j ◦Φ
∑
i,j


qiai,jGj dµ


6 c
∑
i∈S


qi +
∫
MS


λζ ′j ◦Φ
∑
i∈S


qiGi dµ,


since{Gi(xi)} ∈ l1(q) for µ-a.e.x by the estimateGi 6 Vi and the assumption thatΦ <∞
µ-a.e. Therefore,


δ


∫
MS


ζ ′j ◦Φ
∑
i∈S


qiGi dµ6 c
∑
i∈S


qi.


Letting j→∞ and noting thatζ ′j ◦Φ→ 1µ-a.e. and 06 ζ ′j 6 2, we obtain the estimate∫
MS


∑
i∈S


qiGi dµ6
c


δ


∑
i∈S


qi.


Now the desired estimate follows in the same manner as in Lemma 5.1.2
Example8.5. – The assertion of Proposition 8.4 is valid ifµ is as in the proposition with


Vi =Gi = %pi , wherep > 2, and


%
p−1
i 〈∇i%i ,Zi〉6 p−1c− %p−1


i 1i%i − (p− 1)%p−2
i −p−1(λ+ δ)%pi + p−1


∑
j∈S


ai,j %
p


j


holds for allx = (xi)i∈S ∈MS with xi /∈ cut(oi), ∀i ∈ S. In particular, if1i%i 6 c0(1+ %−1
i )


outside cut(oi)∪ {oi}, for somec0> 0 and alli ∈ S, then it suffices to have the estimate


%
p−1
i 〈∇i%i ,Zi〉6 ĉ− λ̂%pi + p−1


∑
j∈S


ai,j %
p


j ,


wherêc= c− 2c0p− p(p − 1), λ̂= p−1(λ+ δ)+ 2c0p+ p(p− 1).
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